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MESSAGE FROM THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2021 was a challenging year for PSA as it 

faced the effects brought by the COVID-

19 pandemic as well as the devastation 

caused by Typhoon Odette. Despite the 

circumstances, with the help of 

technological advancements, we were 

able to achieve our mandates in all 

surveys/projects. I would like to commend 

the achievement of PSA - Negros Oriental 

for being supportive and cooperative in 

the pursuit of becoming a solid, 

responsive and world-class institution in 

providing timely and relevant statistics to 

the stakeholders. This report highlights the 

accomplishments of the province for the 

year through its continuous hardwork and 

dedication. 

A remarkable undertaking conducted by 

the province is the continuous 

implementation of the Philippine 

Identification System (PhilSys). They 

conducted the onboarding of newly hired 

PhilSys personnel and facilitated refresher 

trainings. Further, a total of 843,127 

individuals were registered which is 98.70 

percent of the province’s target workload.   

 

In addition, the province partnered with 

the Local Government Unit of Dauin to 

undertake the 2021 Pilot Community-

Based Monitoring System. They were able 

to surpass their target workload of 8,313 

Household Profile Questionnaires. I would 

like to give credits to all of you for doing 

your best in order to achieve an effective 

implementation. 

I would also like to thank all the focal 

persons of the different projects for your 

unwavering dedication and commitment 

to meet all the targets even going over 

and beyond. 

On behalf of PSA - Central Visayas, I would 

like to express my gratitude to all our 

stakeholders, our partners and data 

sources for helping and supporting us in all 

our undertakings. Without your support 

and cooperation, we will not achieve all 

of these. 

I would like to extend my sincere 

appreciation to PSA Negros Oriental, 

spearheaded by CSS Ariel T. Fortuito, key 

officials, staff and contract of service 

workers (COSWs) for the genuine service to 

the public and utmost dedication amidst 

the pandemic. Again, thank you and 

looking forward to better years ahead. 

 

To God Be the Glory! 

“The achievements of an organization 

are the results of the combined effort of 

each individual.” – Vince Lombardi 

 

Ariel E. Florendo 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PROVINCIAL STATISTICS OFFICER 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This year has been a challenging one for 

PSA – Negros Oriental. With the challenges 

of the prolonged Covid – 19 pandemic, 

the office rapidly adapted to the use of 

digital technologies that can help 

overcome its impact, recover from it, and 

achieve its commitment to deliver quality, 

reliable and relevant services to the 

public. 

Being the Provincial Statistics Officer, with 

pride and honor, I am delighted to share 

with you our undertakings and remarkable 

achievements this year that are 

highlighted in this report. 

This year, the office successfully 

conducted Provincial Product Accounts 

(PPA) in which Region 7 is one of the pilot 

regions. Our stakeholders were delighted 

because we already have PPA which is 

the provincial counterpart of GDP at the 

national level and GRDP at the regional 

level. The Dissemination Forum was 

successfully conducted last 02 

December at Dumaguete City and was 

attended by provincial and local 

policymakers and other stakeholders. 

 

 

Another highlight was the conduct of 

Community-based Monitoring System 

(CBMS) in the Local Government Unit (LGU) 

of Dauin being the pilot LGU for CBMS in 

Region 7. PSA-Negros Oriental, 

Department of Interior and Local 

Government (DILG) and LGU Dauin sealed 

a tripartite memorandum of agreement 

to cooperate with each other towards the 

success of the project. 

I would like to extend my appreciation to 

all the supervisors, enumerators for the 

dedication and commitment to 

enumerate households in your assigned 

areas. It has been a challenging task to all 

of us due to some restrictions and 

quarantine protocols, however, everyone 

did a commendable job to the success 

of the 2021 Pilot CBMS. 

Lastly, I would like to extend my gratitude 

to the focal persons, Contract of Service 

Workers (COSWs) and to all staff involved 

in the different projects/surveys of PSA-

Negros Oriental. The office was also able 

to deliver relevant and reliable data for 

the regular surveys conducted this year. I 

am beyond grateful to work with such 

talented and equally dedicated 

personnel of PSA-Negros Oriental. I am 

looking forward for your continuous 

support and cooperation in the years to 

come. 

 

Thank You and Godspeed! 

 

 

Engr. Ariel T. Fortuito 
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VISION 

Solid, responsive, and world-class 

authority on quality statistics, efficient civil 

registration, and inclusive identification 

system. 

MISSION 

Deliver relevant and reliable statistics, 

efficient civil registration services and 

inclusive identification system for 

equitable development towards 

improved quality of life for all. 

 

CORE VALUES 

Integrity 
 
We observe the highest standards of 
professional behavior by exemplifying 
impartiality and independence in 
everything we do. We stand firm with 
undue influence - ensuring integrity cuts 
across not only in the statistics we deliver, 
but more importantly, in our people. 
 
Transparency 
 
We ensure transparency in all interactions 
and transactions to build and nurture trust 
inside and outside the PSA. We strive for 
clear communication, shared 
knowledge, and informed, all-inclusive 
decisions for cultivating mutual respect at 
all levels of the organization. 
 

Adaptability 
 
We respond to change with a positive 
attitude and willingness to learn new ways 
to deliver our mandate. We stay on top of 
technological advancements and never 
give up in the face of challenges, instead 
finding them as opportunities to discover 
and gain insights to further our services to 
the public 

PSA QUALITY POLICY 
 

WE, THE PHILIPPINE STATISTICS AUTHORITY (PSA), 

COMMIT TO DELIVER RELEVANT AND RELIABLE STATISTICS, 

EFFICIENT CIVIL REGISTRATION SERVICES AND INCLUSIVE 

IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM TO OUR CLIENTS AND 

STAKEHOLDERS. 

 

WE ADHERE TO THE UNITED NATIONS FUNDAMENTAL 

PRINCIPLES OF OFFICIAL STATISTICS IN THE PRODUCTION 

OF QUALITY GENERAL-PURPOSE STATISTICS. 

 

WE COMMIT TO DELIVER EFFICIENT CIVIL REGISTRATION 

SERVICES AND INCLUSIVE IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS, RULES AND 

REGULATIONS, AND OTHER STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS. 

 

WE ENDEAVOR TO LIVE BY THE ESTABLISHED CORE 

VALUES OF THE PSA AND ADOPT THE APPROPRIATE 

TECHNOLOGY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR PRODUCTS 

AND DELIVERY OF SERVICES TO ENSURE CUSTOMER 

SATISFACTION. 

 

WE COMMIT TO CONTINUALLY IMPROVE THE 

EFFECTIVENESS OF OUR QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

TOWARDS EQUITABLE DEVELOPMENT FOR IMPROVED 

QUALITY OF LIFE FOR ALL. 
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OUR MANDATES 

The PSA shall primarily be responsible for 
the implementation of the objectives and 
provisions of R.A. 10625, R.A. 11055, and 
R.A. 11315. 
 
It shall plan, develop, prescribe, 
disseminate, and enforce policies, rules 
and regulations, and coordinate 
government-wide programs governing 
the production of official statistics, general 
purpose statistics, civil registration services 
and inclusive identification system. 
 
It shall primarily be responsible for all 
national censuses and surveys, sectoral 
statistics, community-based statistics, 
consolidation of selected administrative 
recording systems, and compilation of 
national accounts. 
 

FUNCTIONS 

The PSA shall:  
 
1. Serve as the central statistical authority of the Philippine government on primary data 
collection;  
 
2. Prepare and conduct periodic censuses on population, housing, agriculture, fisheries, 
business, industry, and other sectors of the economy; 
3. Collect, compile, analyze, abstract and publish statistical information relating to the 
country’s economic, social, demographic and general activities and condition of the 
people;  
 
4. Prepare and conduct statistical sample surveys on all aspects of socioeconomic life 
including agriculture, industry, trade, finance, prices and marketing information, income 
and expenditure, education, health, culture, and social situations for the use of the 
government and the public;  
 
5. Carry out, enforce and administer civil registration functions in the country as provided 
for in Act 3753, the Law on Registry of Civil Status;  
 
6. Collaborate with departments of the national government including GOCCs and their 
subsidiaries in the collection, compilation, maintenance and publication of statistical 

CORPORATE PERSONALITY 
 
P ROFESSIONAL - ETHICAL, EXPERT, COMPETENT, 

DEPENDABLE, COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE 

R ESPONSIVE - CUSTOMER FOCUSED, ACTIVE 

LISTENER, PROACTIVE, COMMUNICATOR 

I NNOVATIVE - MODERN, TECHNOLOGICALLY ADEPT, 

SYSTEMS VIEW, THINKING OUT OF THE BOX, RADICAL 

S TRATEGIC THINKER - LONG-TERM VIEW, WORKING 

SMART, GAME CHANGER, FUTURITY OF PRESENT 

DECISIONS 

M OTIVATED - VALUES PEOPLE, PROMOTES WELFARE, 

PROMOTES PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, SOUND HR 

POLICY 
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information, including special statistical data derived from the activities of those 
departments, corporations and their subsidiaries; 
 
7. Promote and develop integrated social and economic statistics and coordinate plans 
for the integration of those statistics, including the national accounts; 
 
8. Develop and maintain appropriate frameworks and standards for the collection, 
processing, analysis and dissemination of data; 
 
9. Coordinate with government departments and local government units (LGUs) on the 
promotion and adoption of statistical standards involving techniques, methodologies, 
concepts, definitions and classifications, and on the avoidance of duplication in the 
collection of statistical information; 
 
10. Conduct continuing methodological, analytical and development activities, in 
coordination with the PSRTI, to improve the conduct of censuses, surveys and other data 
collection activities; 
 
11. Recommend executive and legislative measures to enhance the development of the 
statistical activities and programs of the government; 
 
12. Prepare, in consultation with the PSA Board, a Philippine Statistical Development 
Program (PSDP); 
 
13. Implement policies on statistical matters and coordination, as directed by the PSA 
Board, and; 
 
14. Perform other functions as may be assigned by the PSA Board and as may be necessary 
to carry out the purposes of RA 10625. 
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SUMMARY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
In 2021 the PSA Negros Oriental went beyond delivering statistical and civil registration 

products and services to the public. As of 31 December 2021, the office’s performance 

accomplishments are as follows: 

  

MFO AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 2020 ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

MFO 1: STATISTICAL INFORMATION SERVICES 

Number of statistical products disseminated 68 

Number of data dissemination fora conducted 2 

MFO 2: STATISTICAL POLICY AND COORDINATION SERVICES 

Number of activities for the consideration in the 
Statistical Planning and Coordination Category 

10 

MFO 3: CIVIL REGISTRATION SERVICES 

Number of civil registration transactions 
completed at the CRS Serbilis Outlet 

122, 923 

Average Percentage of clients who rated civil 
registration frontline services as Very Satisfactory 

97.23% 

MFO 4: PHILIPPINE IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM 

Percentage of individual registered in the 
province 

98.70% 
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PhilSys Step 1-Registration 

With the enactment of Republic Act 

11055 referred to as “The Philippine 

Identification System (PhilSys)” which aims 

to establish a single identification system 

for all Filipino citizens and resident aliens in 

the country, the Philippine Statistics 

Authority (PSA) being the primary 

implementing agency, commenced its 

implementation on the year 2020 and 

remained steadfast in its efforts during the 

continuation of the PhilSys 

implementation for the current year. 

 On the first week of January, PSA Negros 

Oriental extended the employment of 85 

personnel and carried on with the 

conduct of house-to-house Step 1 Pre-

registration process until the last day of the 

month of April, collecting the 

demographic data of 155,107 individuals 

in the province. 

 

 

CIVIL REGISTRATION MONTH: 

“STRENGTHENING CIVIL 

REGISTRATION AND VITAL 

STATISTICS’ DIGITAL INFORMATION: 

THE WAYS TO MANAGE THE NEW 

NORMAL” 

Pursuant to Presidential Proclamation No. 

682, “Declaring the month of February of 

every year as the Civil Registration Month,” 

PSA spearheaded the observance of the 

31st Civil Registration Month with the 

theme: “Strengthening Civil Registration 

and Vital Statistics’ Digital Information: The 

Ways to Manage the New Normal.” 

 

MOTORCADE/KICK-OFF ACTIVITY AND 

OPENING 

PSA - Negros Oriental Provincial Office has 

lined up various activities in connection 

with the celebration of the Civil 

Registration Month (CRM). As an opening 

activity, the office conducted a 

motorcade which was attended by PSA 

personnel in coordination with the 

Dumaguete City Traffic Enforcement. 

The route of the motorcade started from 

PSA building to the National South Road 

down to Lower Luke Wright, then to Sta. 

Rosa Street going to Real Street passing 

through Perdices Street then Silliman 

Avenue and back to Sta. Rosa. From then, 

the convoy went to Valencia Road going 

back to the PSA building. 
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MASS CELEBRATION DURING THE 31ST CRM OPENING 

There was a mass after the motorcade which was celebrated by Rev. Fr. Carmelito 

Limbaga and was attended by PSA personnel. Right after the mass, there was a salo-salo 

prepared for all who attended. 
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DISPLAY OF STREAMER 

PSA - Negros Oriental hung streamers at 

the Civil Registry System (CRS) Outlet and 

on the façade of the building. It is one of 

the ways of disseminating information 

about CRM for the awareness of the 

public. Furthermore, the streamer was 

hung from the first to the last day of 

February. 

 

DISPLAY OF CRM STREAMER in the Local 

Civil Registry Offices (LCRO) of BASAY, 

BAIS, MABINAY and SAN JOSE 

In line with the celebration, the LCROs of 

the Local Government Unit (LGU) of Basay, 

Bais City, Mabinay and San Jose hung 

streamers in their respective offices in 

support to the publicity effort of PSA in the 

conduct of the CRM.The streamers were 

displayed from the first to the last day of 

February. 
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EXHIBIT 

PSA Negros Oriental displayed its theme 

inside the CRS Outlet so that people can 

easily be informed. By displaying the 

exhibit for the whole month of February, 

PSA Negros Oriental aimed to raise 

awareness and elicit support from the 

general public to the office’s undertakings 

and thereby achieve the its mission of 

delivering relevant, reliable statistics and 

civil registration services. The Birth, 

Marriage and Death Statistics of 2020 

were also displayed. 

 

PSA QUIZ- BEE ON CRS/PSA STAFF 

As part of the month-long celebration, PSA 

Negros Oriental conducted a quiz-bee to 

the CRS and PSA personnel held at the 

2nd floor of the PSA Building as part of the 

learning and development activity for 

CRM last 20 February. 

The quiz-bee was facilitated by 

Registration Officer II (RO II) Jocelyn Vera 

Cruz and the game masters, Josefa Linda 

Faburada and Rizza Niña Amarante.  

It was actively participated by ten (10) 

staff of PSA and CRS. It was a jumble word 

quiz in which participants will answer ten 

(10) questions in which four (4) are easy 

questions, three (3) are average and three 

(3) are hard questions with 1, 2 and 3 

equivalent points, respectively.  

Ms. Luzami Bajar gained the highest score 

with 14 points, followed by Enrile Sienes 

with 11 and Hanna May Sotto with nine (9) 

points.  

Indeed, PSA was able to test the 

knowledge of all the participants on the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

basic concepts, laws and regulations and 

other important matters related to civil 

registration. 
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SLOGAN AND POSTER MAKING CONTEST 

In order to showcase the talents, creativity 

and artistry of CRS and PSA Staff the 

organizer, Jocelyn Vera Cruz (RO II) 

organized the Slogan and Poster-Making 

Contest on 10 February. The contest 

started at 1:00 p.m. and ended at 4:00 

p.m. and was held at the 2nd floor of the 

PSA Building.  

The slogan and poster-making contest 

were participated by ten (10) personnel of 

PSA Negros Oriental. The participants were 

given three (3) hours to complete their 

masterpiece. Only six (6) of them finished 

on time. Hanna May Sotto won the first 

place, followed by Theresa Anfone and 

third slot was garnered by Theresa Georlin. 

The judges were Chief Statistical Specialist 

(CSS) Ariel T. Fortuito, Supervising Statistical 

Specialist (SuSS) Maria Felida Generoso, 

RO I Joana Ymalay, Statistical Specialist II 

(SS II) Ricarda Diamano and Statistical 

Analyst (SA) Clan Sherri C. Ferrando.  

The participants were able to showcase 

their creativity and artistry on the Civil 

Registration Month’s theme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS DISTRIBUTION 

There is a possibility that the office cannot 

conduct mobile registration because of 

the pandemic. That is why, PSA - Negros 

Oriental held an information drive 

campaign to the clients in the Civil 

Registry Services Offices for the people to 

be informed. The said campaign was 

established to ensure the clients were well-

informed on the applicable laws such as 

RA 9048, RA 9255, Legitimation, and 

Supplemental Report. 

One hundred sixty-five (165) clients were 

informed on the laws on RA 9048, RA 

9255, Legitimation and Supplemental 

Report as recorded. 
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LECTURE ON THE ANALYSIS ON THE 

CAUSES OF DEATH (ANACONDA) 

In connection with the month-long 

celebration, PSA Negros Oriental 

conducted the Lecture on ANACONDA 

from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. on 18 

February. The attendees on the said 

lecture were the Contract of Service 

Workers (COSWs), regular employees and 

CRS personnel. The topics were as follows: 

crude death rates, what is anaconda, the 

death statistics and other basic concepts. 

The resource person during the lecture 

was       RO II Jocelyn Vera Cruz and with 

the help of SS II Clyde Silorio. 
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LECTURE ON IRIS 

In connection with the month-long 

celebration, PSA Negros Oriental 

conducted the Lecture on the IRIS from 

9:30 in the morning until 12 noon on 18 

February. The attendees on the said 

lecture were the COSWs, regular 

employees and CRS personnel. The topics 

were mainly on the basic concepts of IRIS. 

The resource person during the lecture 

was RO II Jocelyn Vera Cruz. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LECTURE ON CIVIL REGISTRATION 

MATTERS 

In line with the celebration of the 31st Civil 

Registration Month, PSA Negros Oriental 

conducted the Lecture on the Civil 

Registration matters from 9:30 in the 

morning to 12:00 noon on the 19th day of 

February. The attendees on the said 

lecture were the COSWs, regular 

employees and CRS personnel. The topics 

were as follows: the formation of PSA, the 

merging of four (4) statistical divisions, laws 

applied on the merging, the three (3) vital 

events and applicable laws on the 

correction and changes on the vital 

events. The resource person on the said 

event was Mitchelle Belocura, DVSS 

encoder (Field Office Personnel). 
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DECENTRALIZED COPY ANNOTATION PROJECT (DeCAP) 

PSA Negros Oriental conducted the Lecture on the Decentralized Copy Annotation Process 

(DeCAP) from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. on the 19th day of February. The attendees on the 

said lecture were the COSWs, regular employees and CRS personnel. The topics discussed 

during the lecture was on the problems encountered on the processing of the DeCAP 

which was discussed by RO II Jocelyn Vera Cruz. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COASTAL CLEAN-UP DRIVE 

As part of the month-long celebration, PSA 

Negros Oriental conducted a coastal 

clean-up at the coast of Silliman Beach, 

Bantayan, Dumaguete City last 18 

February from 8:00 a.m. until 9:00 p.m. 

The activity was attended by PSA COSWs, 

regular employees and CRS personnel. 

The activity aims to promote 

environmental awareness through 

cleaning and collecting of garbage near 

the coastal area. 
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ATTENDANCE TO MASS WEDDING 

On 11 February, CSS Ariel T. Fortuito 

responded on the request of the Civil 

Registry Office of Mabinay to participate 

and be a guest on their annual Kasalan 

Ng Bayan held at the Municipal 

Gymnasium of Mabinay.  

The said event was participated by 25 

couples, Municipal Mayor and Municipal 

Civil Registrar, and staff. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PHILCRIS (Philippine Civii Registration Information System) INSTALLATION 

As part of the CRM Celebration and promoting a uniform system in encoding data of vital 

statistics, RO II Jocelyn Vera Cruz and   SS II Harold Roy Infante installed the PhilCris Kit. SS II 

Infante stressed in his message the importance of PhilCris and its advantages to the Office 

of the Civil Registrar. 
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AWARDING OF THE TOP 6 LOCAL 

CIVIL REGISTRY OFFICES 

As a culminating activity of the CRM, RO II 

Jocleyn Vera Cruz initiated an awarding 

ceremony for the top performing local 

civil registry offices in 2020. Among the 

awardees are Local Civil Registry Offices 

of Bayawan City, Basay, Santa Catalina, 

Mabinay, Canlaon City and Guihulngan 

City. 

The awardees were very delighted that 

their hard work had paid off. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BADMINTON (DAY 1 and DAY 2) 

In connection with the 31st Civil Registration Month celebration, PSA Negros Oriental 

organized an activity to uphold and establish strong bond within employees and gained 

physical and emotional well-being and at the same time promoting personal health as 

top priority. It was spearheaded by the organizer, RO II Jocelyn Vera Cruz. 
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BRIEFING/WORKSHOP WITH 

STAKEHOLDERS TOWARDS THE 

COMPILATION OF THE PROVINCIAL 

PRODUCT ACCOUNTS IN CENTRAL 

VISAYAS 

The Philippine Statistics Authority 

(PSA) conducted the briefing/workshop 

with stakeholders towards the compilation 

of the Provincial Product Accounts (PPA) in          

Region VII - Central Visayas which consists 

of four (4) provinces. It was a blended-

type of workshop wherein some 

participants were physically present in the 

provincial venue while the participants 

from other provinces attended through an 

online platform. 

During the first day of the 

briefing/workshop, the topics that were 

being discussed are as follows: 

Introduction of National Accounts (SNA), 

PPA and Data Requirements by Industry, 

(1) Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing (AFF) 

presented by Mr. Florande S. Polistico, 

Chief Statistical Specialist from the Central 

Office (CO); (2) Industry presented by                                 

Ms. Faith Hyacinth M. Balisacan, Senior 

Statistical Specialist from CO; (3) Services 

was presented by Ms. Elgie A. Gulane, 

Senior Statistical Specialist from CO; Lastly, 

Introduction to Workshop was presented 

by Ms. Ma. Libertie V. Masculino, 

Supervising Statistical Specialist from CO. 

During the second day, all 

participants were given three (3) forms to 

answer. The first was Workshop 1A 

(Assessment on the economic structure 

and situation of the provinces of the 

region). Second form was Workshop 1B 

which focused on the SWOT Analysis 

(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 

threats) of having PPA in the four (4) 

provinces in Region 7 - Central Visayas as 

one of the three (3) pilot regions in the 

Philippines. And the last form was 

Workshop 2 (Data Assessment by 

industries). These are the data to be 

collected in the compilation of PPA in 

Negros Oriental as one of the provinces in 

Region 7 to start in 2021. 

Below were the questions asked in 

order to determine the possible strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities as well as the 

threats of having PPA in the three (3) pilot 

regions: 

Question No. 1: What are the benefits of 

having PPA in Bohol, Cebu, Negros 

Oriental, and Siquijor? (STRENGTHS) 

Most of the participants stated that 

the benefits of having PPA is that it will give 

the LGUs/policy makers timely and reliable 

data which is a good tool in making 

sound decision especially on economic 

policies and developments towards 

achieving a booming economy. 

Question No. 2: What do you think are the 

limitations of the System of National 

Accounts?  (WEAKNESSES) 

According to the participants, the 

restrictions/limitations of SNA is the 

collection, reliability and availability of the 

data. The willingness of 

agency/stakeholder and lack of 

manpower is also one of these. 
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Question No. 3: Is there really a need to 

have a PPA? Why?  (OPPORTUNITIES) 

All participants agreed that there 

really is a need to have PPA as this will 

serve as a good reference and database 

for various economic development 

agenda and these data collected will 

also help in determining the overall 

picture of each LGU and province for 

identification of the needs and come up 

with programs and projects that can 

address the growth and development of 

the province. 

Question No. 4: What could be the 

factors that are deterrent in the 

compilation of PPA in the four (4) 

provinces of Central Visayas Region? 

(THREATS) 

According to the participants, 

sustainability of the project, support from 

both private and public sectors, 

inconsistent data and political 

interference are the factors that are 

deterrent in the compilation of PPA.  

 

The master and lady of ceremony 

on the first day were Mr. Cayylord D. Niala 

and     Ms. Cynthia A. Pohanes. On the 

second day, the province of Negros 

Oriental hosted the activity. 

 

The said briefing/workshop aimed 

to 1) brief the participants/stakeholders on 

the System of National Accounts (SNA); 2) 

discuss the importance of PPA and the 

data requirements for the compilation of 

PPA; and 3) gather feedback on the 

perception of participants on the 

economic situation of the provinces in 

Central Visayas. 

2021 NATIONAL WOMEN’S MONTH 

PSA Negros Oriental lined up various 

activities for the 2021 National Women’s 

Month Celebration, as suggested by the 

Philippine Commission on Women (PCW). 

On 01 March, as part of its opening 

celebration, a Training on Laws Protecting 

Women was conducted by the PCW, 

namely, Ms. Josefina C. Columna, GAD 

Focal Person; Ms. Alberta Abrio, Social 

and Development Specialist; and Ms. 

Marlene Pepino, Head of the Voice of the 

Free (previous Visayan Forum). It was 

attended by a total of 31 PSA employees. 

This activity is in line with the duty of the 

state to fully integrate women’s concerns 

in the mainstream of development and 

promote the rights of women in all sectors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PSA employees wearing the NWMC T-Shirt 

with the theme: “We Make Change Work for 

Women” during the Training on Laws 

Protecting Women on 01 March 

 

Other activities conducted by PSA were as 

follows: singing of the All-Women Cast 

Lupang Hinirang Video, wearing of 

Women’s Month T-Shirt, hanging of 

streamers, giving of small gifts to women 

clients, uploading of photos/inspirational 

messages on social media, distribution of 

brochures, display of sex-disaggregated 

statistics, training and workshop, essay 
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Photos during the Training on Laws Protecting Women 

Screenshots of posts made by PSA Negros Oriental on its Social Media Account 

writing contest, and coastal clean-up, 

among others.  

To end, these activities were all done as 

part of the office’s efforts on promoting 

increased awareness on the importance 

of women in our society, empowering 

women, and fostering gender equality in 

the workplace. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flag Raising Ceremony featuring the All-

Women Cast Lupang Hinirang Video 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2021 Women’s Month Streamer displayed in 

front of PSA Negros Oriental Provincial Office 

building 
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Essay Writing contestants while 

writing their entries 

Essay Writing contestants with their 

entries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mammon and Magna Carta Brochures for Women Clients and PSA employees 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Giving of treats to women clients at the CRS Serbilis Outlet and PSA Employees 
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PSA employees with trainers from 

the Bureau of Fire Protection (BFP) 

CDRRMO Chief Allen Froilan 

Cabaron II during his discussion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Training Workshop on Special Release Preparation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lecturers with their discussion through online platform 
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1st Place: Sarra E. Busio 2nd Place: Marlito Caluyo 3rd Place: Elmer T. Baring 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coastal Clean-Up Activity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Essay Writing Winners with their entries and with SS II Ricarda P. Diamano 
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2021 PROCESSING OF POST-

CENSUS MAPS 

The Philippine Statistics Authority – Negros 

Oriental Provincial Office conducted the 

Processing of Post-Census Maps that aims 

to integrate collected statistical data from 

the conduct of 2020 Census of Population 

and Housing (2020 CPH) into geospatial 

information as the organization works 

toward its goal of technological 

advancement. Prior to the processing, a 

Virtual Second Level Training conducted 

by the Regional Statistical Services Office 

(RSSO) 7 last 26 to 30 April La Libertad and 

attended by CSS Ariel T. Fortuito, SS II 

Harold Roy Infante, Map Data Reviewer 

Wilvic Barron, 20 Map Data Processors 

and 12 Map Data Verifiers. The training 

focused on the discussion of the different 

processes involved in the implementation 

of this undertaking, namely, 1) Digitization 

of geo-tagged building updates and 

adjusted administrative and operational 

boundaries, 2) Field validation of digitized 

map updates, 3) Final processing of field 

validated geo-tagged buildings and 

boundaries, and 4) Evaluation of updated 

maps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PARTICIPATION TO THE 2021 

BRIGADA ESKWELA PROGRAM 

The Department of Education (DepEd), in 

its commitment to ensure quality 

education amidst the pandemic and 

prepare for the opening of classes, 

implemented the Brigada Eskwela 

Program which will run from 03 August to 

30 September. With the slogan 

“Bayanihan Para sa Paaralan,” this year’s 

National Brigada Eskwela focuses on the 

preparations and partnership activities 

that will support the implementation of the 

Basic Education-Learning Continuity Plan 

(BE-LCP) including the multiple learning 

delivery modalities. 

As part of the office’s efforts to foster its 

partnership and linkage with other 

agencies, it responded to the invitation of 

the Department of Education – Batinguel 

Elementary School to the 2021 Brigada 

Eskwela Virtual Launching Program with 

the theme “Bayanihan Para sa Paaralan” 

on 16 August. During this event, the office 

was represented by CSS Ariel T. Fortuito. 

The activity served as a continuation of 

the annual tradition of having the Brigada 

Eskwela despite the pandemic the 

country is currently facing. All attendees 

and partners were asked to continue 

providing support for children’s quality 

education either by providing any 

monetary amount for the purchase of 

needed supplies or provide the same 

which may include reams of bond paper 

to be used for the printing of modules.  

During this year’s Brigada Eskwela 

Program, the office was able to 

participate in the Brigada activities of two 
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(2) schools in Dumaguete City, Negros 

Oriental. On 27 August, PSA Negros 

Oriental personnel headed by CSS 

Fortuito, visited Cantil-e Elementary 

School and volunteered in repainting the 

school gates and assisted in making the 

school’s wishing well from recycled 

materials. The office also visited Batinguel 

Elementary School and volunteered in 

cleaning the school grounds on the same 

day. 

In addition to volunteerism, PSA Negros 

Oriental also donated some school 

supplies, such as bond paper and ink refill 

for printers. 

By participating in the Brigada Eskwela 

activities, the office aims to contribute 

time, effort and resources to prepare 

public school facilities for the school year 

2021-2022. 

 

 

 

DATA DISSEMINATION FORUM ON 

THE RESULTS OF THE 2020 CPH 

Pursuant to Batas Pambansa (BP) Bilang 

72, a national census of population and 

other related data shall be taken every 

decade beginning in 1980. The census 

shall be conducted starting on the first 

day of May of every regular census year. 

PSA being the government agency 

tasked to execute Executive Order No. 

352 shall conduct the 2020 Census of 

Population and Housing (CPH) where all 

households and institutional population 

will be enumerated to count all members 

and determine their respective 

demographics and socio-economic 

characteristics.  

Originally slated in May, the enumeration 

period for 2020 CPH was moved to             

01 September as most parts of the 

country had been placed under very 

stringent lockdown to contain the spread 

of the COVID-19 virus. In the province of 

Negros Oriental, the field enumeration 

was conducted on 01 September to 05 

October 2020.  PSA Negros Oriental 

deployed 1,813 census personnel which 

included field interviewers and field 

supervisors and covered 100 percent of 

the enumeration areas within the given 

time table.  

The data collected from the enumeration 

were subjected to manual and machine 

processing for consistency checking and 

evaluation. The manual processing was 

successfully completed on 30 

December, while machine processing 

started on 28 December and ended in 

May 2021.  A series of validation and 

confirmation of generated tables were 

done before the results were released last 

06 July by virtue of Proclamation No. 1179 

and the provincial data dissemination 

forum which was held last 06 August. 

 

COMMUNITY-BASED MONITORING 

SYSTEM (CBMS) MEMORANDUM OF 

AGREEMENT (MOA) SIGNING 

Republic Act No. 11315 otherwise known 

as Community-Based Monitoring System 

(CBMS) Act was approved on 17 April, 

2019, and the Implementing Rules and 

Regulations (IRR) was signed on 20 May 

2020. CBMS is an organized technology-

based system of collecting, processing, 

and validating necessary disaggregated 

data that may be used for planning, 

program implementation and impact 
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monitoring at the local level while 

empowering communities to participate 

in the process. 

The Philippine Statistics Authority is 

mandated to lead the implementation of 

the CBMS alongside the city/municipal 

local government units. In Central Visayas, 

the municipality of Dauin is the pilot LGU 

for CBMS.  

Last 18 August, PSA Negros Oriental, the 

Department of Interior and Local 

Government (DILG) and the Local 

Government Unit of Dauin entered a 

tripartite memorandum of agreement – 

to cooperate with each other for the 

success of the project. The MOA signing 

happened at Dauin Central School, 

Dauin, Negros Oriental. 

The ceremonial MOA Signing was held at 

the Mayor’s Office with the Dauin Mayor, 

Hon. Galicano Truita, PSA 07 Regional 

Director, Engr. Ariel E. Florendo, CSS Ariel T. 

Fortuito, and Municipal Planning and 

Development Coordinator, Rosabelle 

Ozoa. It was facilitated by HRMO - Marife 

Tenido and PSA Information Systems 

Analyst I Ada Carina Villasis. 

After the MOA Signing, the “Importance 

and Uses of CBMS results to LGUs who 

have conducted the activity” was 

discussed during the forum by a DILG 

Representative. Overview of the CBMS 

and its IRR was discussed by SuSS 

Felixberto M. Sato of PSA Cebu. 

Furthermore, Senior Statistical Specialist 

(SrSS) Cayylord D. Niala discussed the 

CBMS Operational Arrangement. Lastly, 

the program ended with an open forum 

and closing remarks. 

 

CONSULTATION WORKSHOP WITH 

STAKEHOLDERS IN THE 

AGRICULTURE AND FISHERY SECTOR 

The Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) is the 

agency that estimates and generates the 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and the 

Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP) 

as stipulated under Republic Act 10625. 

The value of production in agriculture and 

fisheries serves as input in the estimation 

of GDP and GRDP, particularly the Gross 

Value Added (GVA) in Agriculture and 

Fishery. It also provides the policymakers 

and planners with comprehensive 

information on the accomplishments of 

the agriculture and fishery sector during 

an accounting period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Last 20 August, the Philippine Statistics 

Authority conducted a Consultation 

Workshop with stakeholders in the 

Agriculture and Fishery Sector to solicit 

inputs related to the valuation of 

production in agriculture and fisheries. 

It was a blended-type of activity wherein 

some participants were physically present 

in the provincial venue while others 

attended virtually. The said activity was 

participated by the four (4) provinces 

simultaneously. 

In Negros Oriental, our participants during 

the said workshop were as follows: 
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City/Municipal Agriculturists, the 

academe, national government 

agencies, 

cooperatives/associations/organizations 

and other offices belong to agriculture 

and fishery sectors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prior to this consultation workshop, a Pre-

Consultation Workshop was made to 

discuss important matters with the above-

mentioned participants. During the Pre-

Consultation, the Guide Questionnaires 

for the three (3) sectors: Crops, Fisheries 

and Livestock and Poultry were distributed 

to the participants for them to accomplish 

 

 

 

8TH PSA ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION 

The Philippine Statistics Authority, as the 

agency primarily responsible for the 

implementation of the objectives and 

provisions of RA 10625, otherwise known 

as the Philippine Statistical Act of 2013, 

celebrated its 8th year Anniversary on 12 

September. The theme for the year is 

“Strengthening Digital Information and 

Improving Quality Statistical Products and 

Services: The Ways to Manage the New 

Normal.” 

Pursuant to Office Memorandum No. 

2021-191, all PSA officials and personnel 

are encouraged to participate in the 8th 

PSA Anniversary Celebration and General 

Assembly on 17 September, 8:00 a.m. to 

6:00 p.m. The celebration will be 

conducted through online and onsite 

platforms. 

 

PSA Negros Oriental personnel actively 

participated in the said celebration 

through online platform. Part I of the said 

program includes the Launching of the 1st 

PSA Anniversary Book and Audio-Visual 

Presentations of PSA 2021 Mid-Year 

Accomplishments and FY 2021 Strategic 

Plan. The Part II includes the Grand Finals 

of PSA Best Voice Ever and Indak PSA, 

Message from the Longest Serving PSA 

Employee, Awarding of Certificates of 

Appreciation, and Announcement of 

Winners: Grand Finals of PSA Best Voice 

Ever and Indak PSA, and Message from 

the Youngest PSA Employee. 

 

CONSULTATION WORKSHOP WITH THE 

STAKEHOLDERS AND VALIDATION ON THE 

PROVINCIAL PRODUCT ACCOUNTS (PPA) 

BENCHMARK ESTIMATES 

Last 21 September, the Philippine Statistics 

Authority (PSA) conducted a Consultation 

Workshop with Stakeholders and 

Validation on the PSA Benchmark 

Estimates wherein the 2018 PPA 

benchmark estimates was presented to 

the stakeholders to apprise them on the 

overall economic structure of the four (4) 

provinces and three (3) Highly Urbanized 

Cities (HUCs). The results were also 

validated by them. 
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It was a blended-type of activity wherein 

some participants were physically present 

in the provincial venue while others 

attended virtually. The said activity was 

participated by the four (4) provinces 

simultaneously. 

There was a workshop after the 

presentation of the 2018 PPA benchmark 

estimates. During the workshop, the four 

(4) provinces, three (3) HUCs and one (1) 

Regional Line Agency (RLA) were divided 

into eight (8) groups through breakout 

rooms. Each group was facilitated by a 

staff from PSA Central Office. In the 

afternoon, all groups presented their 

output. In Negros Oriental, Engr. Daisy P. 

Torres the Officer-in-Charge of the 

Provincial Planning and Development 

Office presented Negros Oriental’s output. 

 

 

 

32ND NATIONAL STATISTICS MONTH 

(NSM) 

By joining the Opening Ceremony 

undertaken by the National Office through 

an online platform on      01 October, the 

Provincial Office also hears the updates 

and inspirational messages of the 

different National Agencies Head of 

Offices who participated in the said 

activity.  A total of 61 participants 

attended the activity composed of all PSA 

personnel who were working onsite, 

COSWs and Statistical Researchers. 

To show support for the NSM celebration 

pursuant to Presidential Proclamation No. 

647 signed by then President Corazon C. 

Aquino on 20 September 1990, the office 

displayed the 32nd NSM streamer at the 

façade of the PSA building from 01 to 31 

October. By hanging the streamer, the 

office aims to elicit support from the 

general public to the agency’s 

mandates. As support to the NSM 

celebration, the following agencies also 

hung in their respective offices the 

streamer: Local Government Units of the 

Cities/Municipalities of Basay, Canlaon, 

Dauin, Mabinay, Santa Catalina, and 

Zamboanguita. 
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The office also held a statistical exhibit at 

PSA Negros Oriental CRS Serbilis Outlet 

starting 01 to 31 October, for the purpose 

of generating awareness and 

appreciation of the importance and 

value of statistics, especially in the 

registration of vital events and the current 

population count. The following were 

displayed as part of the exhibit: Results of 

the 2020 Census of Population and 

Housing particularly in Dumaguete City 

and the Province of Negros Oriental, and 

registered births, marriages and deaths 

archived in the PSA database.  

There was also a re-echo training 29 

October focusing on Microsoft Excel for 

Database Management which aimed to 

share knowledge on how to use the 

interface, data entry and management, 

use of formatting techniques, how to write 

basic formulas, and activate useful 

functions. The activity also aimed to equip 

the PSA personnel and COSWs on the 

knowledge of database management in 

order to make data access faster and 

more accurate. It also helps the 

participants how to efficiently handle 

large amounts and multiple types of data. 

A total of 25 participants attended the 

activity composed of all PSA personnel 

who were working onsite and COSWs. The 

lecture was held for four (4) hours 

including the hands-on activity after each 

topic. They were given a post-test after the 

training to gauge their learning on the said 

activity. 

Finally, the office participated in the Inter 

Office Quiz Bee undertaken by PSA 

Regional Statistics Committee on 25 

October. Selected COSWs from the 

province of Negros Oriental were chosen 

as participants. 

 

CONDUCT OF THE COMMUNITY 

BASED-MONITORING SYSTEM 

(CBMS) 

Under Republic Act No. 11315 

(Community-Based Monitoring System 

Act), PSA is mandated to lead the 

implementation of the CBMS alongside 

the city/municipal local government units. 

This October, PSA has partnered with the 

city/municipal governments to undertake 

the 2021 Pilot CBMS to fine-tune the CBMS 

data collection instruments in preparation 

for the nationwide rollout in 2022. In 

Region 07, Municipality of Dauin was 

selected as one of the pilot municipalities 

in which a tripartite memorandum of 

agreement was made by the LGU of 

Dauin, the PSA and the DILG sealed the 

agreement to cooperate with each other 

towards the success of the project. The 

data gathering started with barangay 

profiling as the PSA introduced the 

accomplishment of the Barangay Profile 

Questionnaire (BPQ) through the 

Computer-Aided Web Interview (CAWI) to 

all the barangays in Dauin.  Subsequently, 

a training for enumerators was conducted 

last 06 to 14 October and enumeration 

followed starting 18 October to                 20 

December which was done by 52 hired 

field personnel. 
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GLOBAL TOBACCO SURVEY (GATS) 

The Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) 

Negros Oriental Provincial Statistical Office 

conducted 2021 Global Adult Tobacco 

(GATS) Survey, the third survey of its kind 

since its first implementation in 2009, on 

05 November to 04 December. PSA, in 

partnership with the Department of Health 

(DOH), conducted the 2021 GATS, a 

nationally representative household 

survey of adults 15 years of age or older 

designed to systematically monitor adult 

tobacco use. The survey aims to produce 

national and urban-rural estimates of 

tobacco use, exposure to second-hand 

smoking, frequency of quit attempts, and 

measure the impact of various control 

and prevention initiatives at the country 

level. The survey result will serve as bases 

to help the DOH adjust current policies 

and craft new health programs in the 

country relative to tobacco control. 

 

In Negros Oriental, a total of 96 randomly 

selected households from six (6) sample 

barangays were visited by one (1) hired 

Field Interviewer (FI) whose name is Julio 

Erwin Bacaso under the direct supervision 

of CSS Ariel T. Fortuito and   SS II Harold Roy 

V. Infante. The interview was conducted 

using an electronic data collection 

device that consists of two (2) parts – the 

Household Questionnaire and the 

Individual Questionnaire. Despite the 

limitations of the pandemic and 

challenges in the topographical situation 

of the sample areas, the operation went 

on smoothly and completed per 

timetable. 
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CBMS: TRAINING ON DATA 

PROCESSING SYSTEM 1 

The Philippine Statistics Authority Negros 

Oriental Provincial Office received an 

advisory from Community-Based Statistics 

Service with Reference No. 21CBSS00-178 

dated 16 November regarding Data 

Processing System Module 1 Training for 

the 2021 Pilot Community-Based 

Monitoring System (CBMS). 

 

The activity aimed to train Regional and 

Provincial CBMS focal persons and 

support staff on how to implement the 

2021 Pilot CBMS Data Processing 

Procedure; and orient trainers on how to 

implement the 2021 Pilot CBMS Data 

Processing Training at the provincial level. 

 

A total of five (5) participants were present 

during the 2021 Pilot CBMS Data 

Processing System Module 1 Training 

which includes the Provincial Statistics 

Officer, Supervising Statistical Specialist, 

Assistant Statistician, and two (2) COSWs of 

CBMS. The said training was held at PSA 

Negros Oriental Provincial Office. 

 

 

 

PROVINCIAL PRODUCT ACCOUNTS 

(PPA) DATA DISSEMINATION FORUM 

The Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA), as 

stipulated under Republic Act 10625, is 

the agency that estimates and generates 

the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and the 

Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP). 

The System of National Accounts presents 

a comprehensive picture of the economy 

and serves as an important tool in 

economic planning and policy 

formulation both at the national and 

subnational levels 

 

The compilation of the Provincial Product 

Accounts (PPA) this year is one of the 

priority activities of PSA. This initiative is 

recognized as a more appropriate 

measure and assessment of the 

economic performance of the provinces. 

This is viewed as a means to strengthen 

the planning and decision making of 

provincial policymakers and stakeholders 

in crafting more informed economic 

policies. 

The four (4) provinces of Region VII - 

Central Visayas namely Cebu, Negros 

Oriental, Bohol and Siquijor released for 

the first time the results of the 2018 to 2020 

PPA last 01 to 03 December. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Negros Oriental, the Dissemination 

Forum was held last 02 December at 

Dumaguete City from 11:00 a.m to 5:00 

p.m. It was a blended-type of activity 

wherein some participants were physically 

present in the venue while others 

attended virtually. The said activity was 

also participated by PSA Central Office 
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and the three (3) provinces 

simultaneously. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During the forum, Regional Director Ariel E. 

Florendo gave his welcome remarks while 

CSS Ariel T. Fortuito presented the 2018-

2020 PPA results. Atty. Janice Jade T. 

Canonigo, Deputy Director – BSP 

Dumaguete, Engr. Ingo Ash Julian L. 

Mercado, OIC-PPDO, and     Ma. 

Sostheleen Padilla, Senior EDS, NEDA 

Region 7 was the Resource Speakers who 

gave their insights on the results of the 

2018-2020 PPA of Negros Oriental. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It will now be an annual undertaking of PSA 

to provide reliable official statistics 

pertaining to the economy at the 

provincial level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY BASED MONITORING 

SYSTEM (CBMS) 

     In 2021, from the Estimated Total 

Workload of 8,313, the CBMS Field 

Personnel uploaded a total of 8,989 

Household Profile Questionnaires. For the 

administered Barangay Profile 

Questionnaire, all of the 23 Barangays 

have been administered and verified by 

the CBMS Team Supervisors.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The pilot implementation is still ongoing 

and would be one of the continuing 

projects in 2022 as it embarks on the data 

processing and eventually the data 

management of the results. In 2022, the 

Provincial Office would lead other local 

government units in Negros Oriental for 

the national roll-out of the CBMS. 
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LISTING OF MARINE AND FISH LANDING 

CENTERS 

The Provincial Office conducted the listing 

of marine and fish landing centers last 

August with 14 hired personnel. Despite 

the limitation set forth by the pandemic, 

the listing was successfully conducted with 

100 percent coverage.  Furthermore, the 

listing was done through Computer-Aided 

Personal Interview (CAPI) but other times, 

the enumerators used the Paper and Pen 

Interview (PAPI) due to some limitations on 

the system. 

 

The data gathered underwent data 

processing and the clean data was 

successfully submitted to the Central 

Office (CO) as per timetable.  However, 

the shapefiles of geotagged fish landing 

were not completed and submitted to the 

CO due to some missing files. 

 

UPDATING OF LIST OF ESTABLISHMENTS 

The Updating of List of Establishments (ULE) 

was done in the province of Negros 

Oriental last May using the Computer-

Aided Personal Interview (CAPI) with 100 

percent coverage based on total 

workload and submitted as per timetable. 

It was clearly experienced that close 

supervision of Statistical 

Researchers/Team Supervisors and  

 

 

 

 

constant follow-up for hard complying 

establishments were effective in the 

success of the enumeration. Sending of 

demand letters (Census Compliance 

Project) was still very effective in this 

regard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was recommended that on time release 

of funds for wages/traveling allowance is 

very necessary to entice field 

enumerators and processors to do their 

work assignments more efficiently and 

effectively. New tablets should have been 

provided to ensure effective data 

encoding/tagging of establishments. 
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MONTHLY PALAY AND CORN SITUATION 

REPORTING SYSTEM (MPCSRS) 

The MPCSRS is conducted monthly except 

for the months of January, April, July and 

October or during the Palay Production 

Survey (PPS)/Corn Production Survey (CPS) 

round and no schedule for MPCSRS in 

December because it coincides with the 

data collection for the PPS/CPS January 

Round 2022. During the first semester of 

the year, there were 127 sample 

households in 22 barangays covered in 

the MPCSRS conducted by seven (7) to 

eight (8) Statistical Researchers (SRs). Both 

MPCSRS and the Palay and Corn Stocks 

Survey (PCSS) have the same Primary 

Sampling Units (PSUs) and Secondary 

Sampling Units (SSUs) but in August, this 

was the first time that the MPCSRS and 

PCSS used different samples. The set of 

sample households for MPCSRS was 

increased to 140 but with only two (2) 

sample barangays for palay and five (5) 

sample barangays for corn, with 20 

sample households per barangay thereby 

reducing the SRs to three (3). 

 

The SRs used Personal Protective 

Equipments (PPEs) provided by PSA 

Provincial Office during the survey 

operations and followed the safety health 

protocols. Some SRs obtain a medical 

certificate from a government facility 

before proceeding to the area as a 

requirement for the border pass in some 

sample barangays where the survey was 

conducted. 

 

PALAY PRODUCTION SURVEY (PPS) and 

CORN PRODUCTION SURVEY (CPS) 

Beginning of the year, there was a new design 

that was used for the PPS/CPS that featured 

the use of a new frame to ensure the 

generation of quality estimates. Negros 

Oriental provincial estimates were generated 

on a design-based estimation method. In the 

design-based component, the sampling 

frame for the Primary Sampling Units (PSUs) is 

the 2012 Census of Agriculture and Fisheries 

(CAF) while the sampling frame for the 

Secondary Sampling Units (SSUs) is the 2017 

Listing of Farm Households (LFH). However, if 

the selected sample PSU is not covered in the 

2017 LFH, the 2012 CAF is used. 

In Negros Oriental, PPS/CPS covered 18 

sample palay producing barangays with 

321 sample households and 19 sample 

corn producing barangays with 377 

sample households.  Compared with the 

previous year, there was an increase of 

Activity/ 
Reference 

Month 

Number of 
Statistical 

Researchers 

Date of 
Training 

Response Rate Deadline of 
Submission 

Date of 
Submission Palay Corn 

PCPS April 
2021 

13 29 to 30 
March 

87.54 84.62 19 April 16 April 

PCPS July 
2021 

12 29 to 30 
June 

89.06 90.13 21 July 14 July 

PCPS 
October 
2021 

12 28 to 29 
September 

94.82 100.00 20 October 13 October 

PCPS 
January 
2022 

11 25 to 26 
November 

97.04 99.72 15 
December 

15 
December 
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306.3 percent and 117.2 percent in both 

palay and corn samples, respectively. 

 

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS 

The Negros Oriental Fishery Production 

Survey (FPS) is conducted quarterly by PSA 

Negros Oriental. The training will be 

conducted every 2nd week of March, 

June, September and November 

followed by data collection conducted 

every 3rd week after the training. In 2021, 

the Provincial Office hired four (4) SRs in 

each quarter and did the survey in the 

entire province. 

The result of the data generated is 

validated every 1st week of the month 

after the quarter. The Fisheries Sector is 

divided into four (4) subsectors, namely, 

the Commercial Fisheries, Municipal 

Fisheries, Inland Municipal Fisheries, and 

Aquaculture Fisheries. 

 

PALAY AND CORN STOCKS SURVEY 

(PCSS1) 

Palay and Corn Stocks Survey 1 (PCSS1) is 

a regular monthly survey which aims to 

gather information on household cereals 

stocks available in their respective homes 

at 6:00 a.m. on the 1st day of the month. 

Enumeration period starts at day 1 up to 

day 4 of the reference month.  

For the survey, there are a total of 210 

sample households which consists of 140 

Farming and ten (10) Non-Farming 

Households. These are spread out to 14 

Barangays in 10 Municipalities. There is an 

average response rate of 92.38 percent 

per month. 

SRs undergo quarterly refresher training on 

concepts of the survey. These are 

undertaken to refresh the SRs with basic 

knowledge of the concepts, objectives 

and purpose of the survey, and its 

importance in the policy making of the 

government and economic player.  

 

A total of 12 data collections were 

conducted in 2021. The collection is done 

every 1st to the 4th day of the reference 

month in palay and corn sample 

barangays. A total of 2,328 survey returns 

were submitted and processed right after 

data collection and processed by the 

provincial focal person. That said, 12 data 

files with narrative report were submitted 

after Provincial Data Review to the Crops 

Statistics Division (CSD) ahead of 

scheduled time. 

 

FARM PRICES SURVEY (FPS) 

Farm Prices Survey (FPS) is a regular 

monthly survey which aims to gather 

information on prices received by 

producers at the first point of sale. There 

are 62 commodities monitored for the FPS 

comprising of eight (8) fruits, 30 

vegetables and root crops, and three (3) 

cereal crops, including 12 

livestock/poultry and eggs (chicken and 

duck). 

 

This survey is conducted in the last ten (10) 

days of the reference month with data 

items sourced from the last completed 

sale within the reference period. A 

maximum of 25 respondents per FPS 

commodity is required per month. For the 

year, four (4) quarterly refresher trainings 
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were conducted by SA Petronilo Y. Parcon 

at PSA conference room before the 

enumeration period. This is done to 

update the nine (9) hired Statistical 

Researchers (SRs) on the concepts and 

definition of terms in the survey. Price data 

is collected in the different top five (5) 

producing municipalities in the province, 

covering at least 18 towns and six (6) 

cities. That said, at least five (5) 

respondents for each commodity from 

the five (5) top producing barangays are 

interviewed. Being a monthly survey 

activity, data collection is done monthly 

by the hired SRs under the direct 

supervision of the provincial focal person. 

Farm price collection covers Canlaon City 

which is 116 kilometres to the north, and 

to the south, Bayawan City which is also 

more than 100 kilometres distant from the 

official station in Dumaguete City. Using 

Farm Price ProSysV4 and CsPro7.1 data 

encoding and processing was done by 

the focal person at the provincial office 

generating two (2) reports for agricultural 

commodity prices paid by farmers for 

inputs. 

 

CROP PRODUCTION SURVEY (CrPS) 

The Crops Production Survey (CrPS) is a 

quarterly survey that gathers information 

on production of agricultural crops other 

than palay and corn. The survey covers 

fruits, vegetables and root crops and non-

food industrial crops that are produced in 

the province over a certain reference 

period.  

 

Respondent quota for each commodity 

monitored is at a maximum of 25 

respondents who have productions in the 

current and previous year for comparison. 

For the survey, 38 fruit commodities are 

monitored, 32 non-food industrial crops 

are surveyed, and 48 vegetable and root 

crops commodities are tracked. 

 

A two (2) day quarterly refresher training for 

the SRs was conducted prior to the data 

collection period. SA I Petronilo Y. Parcon 

managed the trainings and had those 

conducted prior to the data collection 

period. 

 

The hired SRs were tasked to conduct the 

bi-monthly data collection in the different 

top five (5) producing municipalities of the 

province. The survey more or less covers 

the same areas as that of the Farm Price 

Survey which is conducted simultaneous 

to the CrPS. This year’s SRs are veterans of 

the activity for more than ten (10) surveys 

and their numbers are lower than the 

previous eight (8) surveys. 

 

Data collection is scheduled on specified 

months of each reference quarter. 

Duration usually ranges from three (3) to six 

(6) days depending upon the workload on 

the area coverage per SR. 

 

Enumeration was conducted in six (6) 

cities and in 18 municipalities province-

wide. One (1) municipality (Basay) was not 

covered by the survey during the year due 

to its considerable distance from the 

operation center, and its production 

volume came short for the criterion to be 

considered in the top producing 

municipalities in the province. 
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Encoding and processing of the survey 

results are done in the Provincial Statistics 

Office by the provincial focal person. 

Generated preliminary estimates are 

validated through a Provincial Data 

Review (PDR) and submitted after 

validation to the RSSO, copy furnished the 

Central Office. 

 

COMMERCIAL FISHERIES 

The Commercial Fisheries Survey 

encompasses fishing operations that 

utilize Fishing Vessels weighing not less 

than three (3) tons. This year, there were 

five (5) commercial landing centers 

covered by the survey, four (4) of this 

under traditional and one (1) is managed 

by the LGU. The SRs gathered data by 

interviewing five (5) knowledgeable 

persons in the landing centers like the 

Bantay-Dagat, Broker/Middlemen, Fishing 

Boat Owner, the fishermen and fish 

hauler/labourer and asking them 

questions on the volume of fish unloaded 

in the landing center per species and the 

price per kilogram of fish. 

Administrative records of non-traditional 

landing centers which included those that 

are managed by the local government 

units (LGUs) and private entities also 

served as supplemental data in the 

survey. This year, one (1) commercial 

landing center out of five (5) had no 

unloading. The LGU-managed landing 

center attributed more production on the 

4th quarter due to the increased 

unloading of Skipjack Tuna and Yellowfin 

Tuna. 

 

MUNICIPAL FISHERIES 

Fishing operations in marine water which 

used paddle boats and boats with 

engines with a net weight capacity of less 

than three (3) tons were covered by the 

Municipal Fisheries Production Survey. This 

also included the gleaners, the “panulo” 

which uses spear and bolo, and other 

fishing operations not utilizing boats 

provided that the fish were caught inside 

the marine water. The collection of data 

was undertaken the same way as the 

commercial fisheries in terms of sampling 

design and coverage. 

 

Data gathering activities from 

administrative records were conducted 

for the Philippine Fisheries Development 

Authority (PFDA) and LGU-managed 

landing centers whichever is applicable. 

The 2021 Fishery Production had a positive 

result particularly the Marine Municipal 

Fish Landing Center which was attributed 

to more fishing trips due to more 

appearance of school of fish. 

 

INLAND FISHERIES 

The Inland Fisheries Survey captured the 

monthly volume of fishes caught and the 

average price of the household catch 

taken from every sample area covered 

such as rivers, dams, lakes, marshes, 

swamps, creeks, and irrigation canal. The 

species of fish caught in this sub-sector 

came from freshwater and brackish water 

only. In the current year, there were five (5) 

sample municipalities, one (1) of this was 

Bindoy which had around 25 sample 

households. This is a new sample that was 

taken from CAF of 2013, same with other 

four (4) sample municipalities. 
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In the Municipality of Bindoy, the catching 

of fish species was done only in freshwater 

since all household samples were residing 

in the hinterland areas of the said 

municipality. Possible species caught 

were Tilapia, Eel, Lobsters, Mudfish and 

shells, and all species caught were only 

used for consumption. 

 

AQUACULTURE FISHERIES 

The aquaculture was establishment-

based and consisted of cultured fish 

species, mollusks and crustaceans. The 

province’s scope of aquaculture 

comprised of brackish water, freshwater 

and marine water. We gathered data 

from fish cages, freshwater and brackish 

water fishponds, marine pens, oyster 

farms and seaweed farms. 

 

The data gathered from aquaculture 

consisting of 23 sample operators of 

brackish water fishpond, 23 sample 

operators in freshwater fishpond, five (5) in 

brackish water cage, one (1) in brackish 

water pen, one (1) sample in freshwater 

pen, three (3) in marine pen, three (3) in 

marine cages, eight (8) in oyster farm, 

and 16 sample operators in seaweeds 

farm. 

 

The data processing system captured the 

volume of production harvested and the 

average price per kilogram in order to get 

the overall fishery production in the 

province. In the 4th quarter, there was an 

increase in production of Milkfish and 

Litopenaeus Vannamei in brackish water 

fishpond and Milkfish in Marine Cages due 

to sufficient supply of Fry and Fingerlings. 

 

BACKYARD LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY 

SURVEY 

The Backyard Livestock and Poultry Survey 

(BLPS) is conducted every quarter and it 

covers the inventory of animals and 

poultry in backyard farms. Seven (7) SRs 

were tasked to do the survey operations 

and undertook the training and were 

taught by the Focal Person regarding the 

concepts and definitions as well as the 

proper way of filling up the BLPS collection 

forms. 

 

The enumeration period covers the 1st 

week of the succeeding month of the 

quarter covering 320 sample backyard 

farms throughout the province. The survey 

returns were edited and verified before it 

was encoded in the BLPS processing 

system and accomplish the Electronic 

Data Review Worksheet (EDRW), which 

passes through a series of validation and 

review, the Provincial Data Review (PDR), 

Regional Data Review (RDR) and the 

National Data Review, respectively to 

check the accuracy of the final estimates. 

 

COMMERCIAL LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY 

SURVEY 

The Commercial Livestock and Poultry 

Survey is conducted every quarter and it 

covers the inventory of animals and 

poultry in selected commercial farms. 

Seven (7) SRs undertook the training and 

were taught by the Focal Person 

regarding the concepts and definitions as 

well as the proper way of filling up the 
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CLPS collection forms at the same time 

tackled and resolved issues and concerns 

previously encountered by the SRs in the 

field. 

 

The enumeration period covers the last 

ten (10) days of last month of the quarter 

covering 112 sample commercial farms 

throughout the province. The survey 

returns were submitted by the SRs 

concerned but were still edited and 

verified before it was encoded in the CLPS 

processing system and accomplish the 

Electronic Data Review Worksheet (EDRW), 

which passes through a series of 

validation and review, the Provincial Data 

Review (PDR), Regional Data Review (RDR) 

and the National Data Review, 

respectively to check the accuracy of the 

final estimates. The significant issue was 

that there were glitches in the processing 

system upon downloading and there was 

no more time to verify from the Central 

Office due to the very tight schedule of 

operation. 

 

 

2021 FAMILY INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 

SURVEY (FIES) 

The Family Income and Expenditure 

Survey (FIES) is a survey on income and 

expenditure of households in the country. 

The survey is the main source of data on 

family income and expenditure in the 

Philippines. For the year, the province of 

Negros Oriental has a total workload of 16 

replicates equivalent to 1,552 sample 

households and hired 55 statistical 

researchers and six (6) team supervisors 

which has a standard output of 1.5 

household or two (2) sample households 

per day. This survey uses the CAPI with java 

as the system.  

 

Unfortunately, there were obstacles 

encountered during the operation 

including the system as it needs 

continuous updates and the problem of 

losing some data. Weather conditions, 

COVID-19 pandemic and insurgency 

were also faced during the conduct of 

the survey. Despite those, the office has 

successfully conducted the said survey 

and achieved its target on time. 

 

2021 LABOR FORCE SURVEY (LFS) 

The LFS, a nationwide quarterly survey of 

the households was conducted in Negros 

Oriental more or less 397 sample 

households every quarter of the year. The 

office hired six (6) to seven (7) Statistical 

Researchers (SRs) with a standard output 

of four (4) households per day.  

 

Starting February, the monthly LFS was 

implemented as per PSA Board Resolution 

No. 08, Series of 2020 that aims to deliver 

high frequency statistical information on 

the Philippine labor market to better 

monitor and comprehend the present job 

situation and economy of the country as 

well as the impact of COVID-19 

pandemic. Outcomes of the monthly LFS 

served as basis for planning, formulation 

of policies, and implementing programs 

to create gainful employment and 

reinforce livelihood opportunities for the 

Filipino people mainly those who were 

badly affected by the COVID-19 

pandemic. The office hired two (2) SRs  

monthly to take care of a workload of 
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more or less 97 sample households per 

month. Overall, the office successfully 

conducted the 2021 Labor Force Survey 

and has submitted all the reports before 

its deadline. 

 

 

QUARTERLY SURVEY OF PHILIPPINE 

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY (QSPBI) 

The Quarterly Survey of Philippine Business 

and Industry (QSPBI) is one of the 

designated statistical activities of PSA. The 

survey is conducted every quarter to 

provide data on employment, 

compensation, revenue/sales and 

inventory for quarterly national accounts 

estimation. 

 

The primary objective of QSPBI is to 

provide inputs for the: 1) Compilation of 

the Quarterly National Accounts (QNA), 2) 

Construction of the Quarterly Economic 

Indices (QEI), and 3) Monetary policy 

review of the BSP. 

 

QSPBI covers establishments in the formal 

sector of the economy with a total 

employment (TE) of 20 and over and 

engaged in economic activities as 

defined in the 2009 Philippine Standard 

Industrial Classification (PSIC), except 

those in the Agriculture, Fishery, and 

Fishing Sectors. 

 

QSPBI provides data on employment, 

compensation, revenue/sale, inventory, 

value of production, and capacity 

utilization. Data collection from QSPBI 

pertains to the operation of the 

establishments as of the reference 

quarter: 

1st Quarter – January, February, March 

2nd Quarter – April, May, June 

3rd Quarter – July, August, September 

4th Quarter – October, November, 

December 

 

The data from QSPBI is collected using a 

self-administrative questionnaire (QSPBI 

Form 1) which is specifically designed 

based on the main economic activity of 

the sample establishment. 

 

Alternative mode of collecting QSPBI data 

is through the accomplishment of 

questionnaire online which can be 

accessed at qspbi.psa.gov.ph. 

 

The office has a total of 101 

questionnaires accomplished from 

Quarters 1 to 4 of 2021. Quarter 1 had 26 

sample establishments while Quarters 2, 3 

and 4 had 25 sample establishments. 

Retrieval is at 100 percent for all quarters 

of the year. 
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ANNUAL SURVEY OF PHILIPPINE BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY (ASPBI) 

 

During the year, the provincial office of Negros Oriental conducted the 2020 ASPBI with a 

rider which is the Survey of Tourism Enterprises (STEP), and hired six (6) competent SRs who 

were trained to accomplish this project. Due to constant follow-up, implementation of the 

Census Compliance Project and other strategies, the province had a 100 percent 

collection of distributed questionnaires.  Additional questionnaires which were referred to 

the province were also collected and submitted complete and on time.   

 

This year, the respondents’ forum was not done due to the limitations set by the local Inter-

Agency Task Force (IATF) on social gathering.  Anent to this, some establishments were also 

either temporarily closed or were implementing special work arrangements such as 

skeleton force, hence, questionnaires were sometimes difficult to collect from the persons 

in-charge of the accomplishment of the questionnaires.     
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CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (CPI) 

 

The Province of Negros Oriental has six (6) outlets and these are as follow: Dumaguete 

Outlet 1 and 2, Guihulngan City, Bais City, Siaton and Bayawan City. Starting March, the 

office hired price collectors to collect prices in the different outlets. First phase excel files 

for 2012 and 2018-based CPI were collected from the six (6) outlets of the province while 

the second phase was collected only from outlets 1 and 2, respectively. 

 

On the other hand, the CPI weekly survey on selected petroleum products was submitted 

every Friday of each week. The office also sent rice varieties and the additional 

commodities for the 2018-based market basket. The following were the submissions made: 

 

REPORTS REMARKS DATE OF SUBMISSION 

Data 
Files/Survey 
Reports 

100% Datafiles/Survey 
Reports submitted on 
time (Phase 1 
submitted on the 10th 
day; Phase 2 
submitted on the 20th 
day) 

100% (24 out of 24) Datafiles/Survey Reports 
submitted no later than 1 day before the 
deadline  
(Phase 1 Submission: 09 January, 09 July and 
every 8th for the rest of the months) 
Phase 2 Submission:  
every 18th of the month except for 19 
December)  

Survey 
Report for 
Weekly 
Submission 

100% Survey Reports 
submitted to CO every 
Friday of the month 

100% (51out of 51) Survey Reports submitted to 
CO every Friday of the month 

 

COMMERCIAL STOCKS SURVEY 

The briefing for the Commercial Stocks Survey is conducted every month at PSA Provincial 

Office wherein eight (8) SRs undertook the training and were taught by the Focal Person 

regarding the concepts and definitions as well as the proper way of filling up the CSS 

collection forms. 

The enumeration period covers the 1st week of the succeeding month covering 244 

sample commercial stores and establishments throughout the province. The survey covers 

the inventory of stocks for cereals, specifically palay, rice, corn grain and corn grits. The 

returns were edited and verified before it was encoded in the CSS processing system. 

Overall, the said survey was conducted successfully. 
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FOREIGN TRADE STATISTICS (FTS) 

Foreign Trade Statistics gathers data on the outflow and inflow of commodities from one 

port to another port outside the country. The collection of inward/outward foreign manifest 

will be done in the first week after the reference month. Starting from the month of June up 

to the present, the submission of FTS is changed into electronic mail (soft copy) instead of 

mailing the hard copy to CO due to the shortage of storage in the PSA Central Office and 

due to the COVID-19 situation for the safety of everyone. The field office personnel 

collected and processed all the documents monthly from the Bureau of Customs (BOC) 

not from the Philippine Ports Authority (PPA) as instructed by the PSA Central Office. These 

will be submitted on or before the 15th day after the reference month, addressed to Trade 

Statistics Division J. Soliven, R. Bariata and A. Borja, and copy furnished the SOCD 07 and 

RSSO 07. 

 

Figure 1 shows that the 

month of February had 

the highest number of 

inward/outward foreign 

reports for the whole 

year, lowest in the 

months of August, 

November and 

December and there 

was no reported 

documents from BOC 

in the months of June 

and July which was 

supported with a 

certificate of no available documents issued by the Port Manager of BOC-Dumaguete City, 

while the highest number of inward/outward foreign manifest in the year 2020 was both in 

the months of February and June and lowest in the months of April and October 2020. 

 

DOMESTIC TRADE STATISTICS (DOMSTAT) 

 The Domestic Trade Statistics (DOMSTAT) composed of Air, Passenger and Coastwise data. 

The source documents for the Passenger and Coastwise trade statistics are the coasting 

manifests and coastwise passenger manifests from the major ports and other active 

seaports listed by the Philippine Ports Authority (PPA) all over the country. While the Air 
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Waybills, on the other hand, is the source document for Air trade statistics issued by 

Philippine Airlines (PAL) to every consignee.  

These statistical data will serve as basis in the formulation and implementation of various 

regional development programs like countryside development and port planning. All 

copies of documents are compiled and processed by PSA personnel who submits monthly 

data files to the PSA Central Office (CO) on or before the 28th day of the reference month 

address to SS II W. Montano, TSD J. Soliven, and copy furnished the SOCD 07 and RSSO 07. 

 

Air Trade Statistics 

 

Air trade refers to the 

movement of 

commodities from one 

airport to another within the 

country through the air 

transport system. The air 

waybill reports will be 

collected on the first week 

after the reference month 

from the Philippine Airlines 

(PAL) of Sibulan Airport 

Negros Oriental. 

 

 

Figure 2 shows that the month of October had the highest Air Waybill reports and lowest on 

the month of January. Unfortunately, there had no Air Waybill reports on the months of April, 

May and June 2020 due to the implementation of Enhanced Community Quarantine 

(ECQ) in the province of Negros Oriental because of the COVID-19 pandemic and also, 

PAL has no scheduled regular flights during those said months. But before the ECQ, it had 

numerous reports on February 2020. 

 

PASSENGER TRADE STATISTICS 

Passenger trade refers to the flow of passenger from one port to another within the country 

through the water transport system. Passenger reports are collected on the first week after 

the reference month from the Philippine Ports Authority (PPA) of Dumaguete City, Negros 

Oriental. 
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Figure 3 shows that the month of 

November had the highest passenger 

manifests and lowest on the month of 

February. While in the year 2020, the 

passenger manifests gradually drop 

from March to April until the 

succeeding months up to December 

due to limited trips/voyage as a result 

of the IATF restrictions in the province. 

 

 

COASTWISE TRADE STATISTICS 

 

Coastwise trade refers to the flow of commodities from one port to another within the 

country through the water transport system. Coastwise reports are collected on the first 

week after the reference month from the PPA of Dumaguete City, Negros Oriental. 

 

Figure 4 shows that the month of 

August had the highest reports and 

lowest on the month of February. On 

the other hand, there were few 

accounted reports for the months of 

February, March, April and May 2020 

while the month of August 2020 had 

the numerous reports. 

 

 

 

 

CONSTRUCTION STATISTICS FROM APPROVED BUILDING PERMITS 
 

The approved Building Permit (BP) issued by LGUs is only one among the sources of 

construction statistics.  Other sources of construction statistics are the surveys of construction 

establishments and enterprises conducted by PSA and administrative-based data from the 

Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH) and the Commission on Audit (COA).  

Construction statistics from approved BPs aims to provide monthly administrative-

based data on building construction at the city/municipal level nationwide.  Statistics 

generated are the following: number of units/buildings, floor area of the building, type of 
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construction and value of construction.  In general, construction statistics from the 

approved BPs are used in (1) analyzing present economic conditions and past 

developments; (2) forecasting future trends and making policy decisions; (3) estimating the 

level of construction activity; and (4) computing regional and national accounts. It also 

determines the level of investment in the country, provides data for monetary policy for the 

real estate sector and helps in preparing marketing plans, evaluation of business options 

and assessment of opportunities for new investments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Level of submitted approved building permits from the LGU’s (comprises an 

acceleration of processed approved building permits from 2020 to 2021.  Negros Oriental 

collected and processed 6,593 cases with an average of 549 cases per month.  

Submission of data files for the 1st and 2nd month of the quarter is within the 45th calendar 

days after the reference month and for the 3rd month of the quarter and November is 

within the 30th calendar days after the reference month). 
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CIVIL REGISTRATION SYSTEM (CRS) SERBILIS OUTLET MANPOWER 

As of 31 December, the PSA – Negros Oriental Serbilis Outlet – Dumaguete has a total 

manpower of 15 persons. This is composed of two (2) PSA employees, and 13 employees 

hired under UNISYS. Of the 15 manpower, the following shows the breakdown of their 

assigned positions: 

Position No. of Assigned 

Personnel 

Remarks 

Outlet Supervisor / Collection Officer 

(CO) 

- Main 

1 PSA Employee 

Outlet Supervisor (OIC) 1 PSA Employee 

Request Service Officer 3 / Team 

Leader 

1  

RSO 4 RSO doubles as CI / EE / RO 

CO 3 Doubles as Screener/BREQS 

Releaser  5 Doubles as CO / CI/ Sorter / 

Screener 

 

On the other hand, two (2) employees hired under UNISYS are working under the 

Decentralized Vital Statistics System (DVSS) Section.  

 

SERVICE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR (KPI) 

To measure how effectively the PSA is achieving its service objectives, the agency is 

regularly monitoring its Key Performance Indicator (KPI). That is, it uses KPIs at multiple levels 

to evaluate its success at reach targets. 

 

That said, for the year 2021, the Service KPI of the CRS Serbilis Outlet - Dumaguete is 

monitored monthly. This details the number of transactions catered by month, and out of 

which, the total number of transactions which were delivered in the required service time. 

This also includes the percentage of target service time achieved, number of transactions 

which did not meet the required service time, and percentage of target service not 

achieved. This is done per transaction category. That is, for copy issuance, authentication, 

and CENOMAR. 
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In summary, the following shows the number of transactions made, and the percentage 

of target service time achieved. 

 

Table 1. SERVICE KPI REPORT OF DUMAGUETE CRS OUTLET: 2021 

 
 
 

MONT
H 

COPY ISSUANCE AUTHENTICATION CENOMAR Avera
ge CI, 
CE & 
AU 

Total 
No. of 
Transa
ctions 

Servic
e Time 
Achiev

ed 

Target 
Service 
Time 

Achiev
ed % 

Servi
ce 

Time 
NOT 
Achi
eved 

Servic
e Time 
NOT 

Achiev
ed % 

Total 
No. 
of 

Trans
actio

ns 

Servi
ce 

Time 
Achie
ved 

Target 
Service 
Time 

Achiev
ed % 

Servic
e 

Time 
NOT 

Achie
ved 

Servic
e Time 
NOT 

Achie
ved % 

Total 
No. of 
Transa
ctions 

Servic
e 

Time 
Achie
ved 

Target 
Servic
e Time 
Achiev
ed % 

Servi
ce 

Time 
NOT 
Achi
eved 

Servi
ce 

Time 
NOT 

Achie
ved 
% 

 

Janua
ry 

10,031 9,946 99% 85 1% 0 0 0% 0 0% 2,583 2,583 100% 0 0% 99.5% 

Febru
ary 

10,026 9,981 100% 45 0% 0 0 0% 0 0% 2,669 2,669 100% 0 0% 100% 

Marc
h 

13,537 13,06
9 

97% 467 3% 1 1 100% 0 0% 2,880 2,880 100% 0 0% 99% 

April 10,403 10,21
6 

98% 186 2% 1 1 100% 0 0% 2,370 2,370 100% 0 0% 99.3% 

May 10,680 10,67
2 

100% 5 0% 2 2 100% 0 0% 2,279 2,277 100% 0 0% 100% 

June 9,423 9,366 99% 57 1% 0 0 0% 0 0% 1,724 1,724 100% 0 0% 100% 

July 11,790 11,65
1 

99% 138 1% 0 0 0% 0 0% 1,869 1,869 100% 0 0% 99.5% 

Augus
t 

12,961 12,94
9 

100% 11 0% 1 1 100% 0 0% 2,061 2,061 100% 0 0% 100% 

Septe
mber 

11,001 10,99
3 

99.93% 8 0.07% 3 3 100% 0 0% 1,957 1,957 100% 0 0% 99.9% 

Octo
ber 

5,904 5,901 99.95% 3 0.05% 0 0 0% 0 0% 1,276 1,276 100% 0 0% 99.9% 

Nove
mber 

9,900 9,800 98.99% 98 0.99% 4 4 100% 0 0% 2,586 2,586 100% 0 0% 99.7% 

Dece
mber 

7,267 7,265 99.97% 2 0.03% 1 1 100% 0 0% 2,115 2,115 100% 0 0% 99.9% 

 

For the year, the Serbilis Outlet was able to meet and exceed its target of 96 percent 

Service Time Achieved for all service categories per month. 

 

DOUBLE/MULTIPLE REGISTRATION 

As part of the CRS Compliance of PSA Negros Oriental, a report on double/multiple 

registrations of birth, marriage and death is regularly submitted to the Central Office every 

Friday of the reference week. For the year, a total of 289 double/multiple registrations of 

birth have been recorded, while none was recorded for marriage and death. 

For the report’s submission, 84.62 percent (44 out of 52) of double/multiple registration 

reports were submitted no later than the prescribed deadline. 
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On 03 February, Step 2 registration 

commenced in the City of Dumaguete. 

This was followed by a gradual roll-out of 

all Registration Centers in the 25 

cities/municipalities of the province. 

Notwithstanding the pandemic and the 

restrictions that came with it, PSA Negros 

Oriental was able to register 486,028 

individuals by June 30, surpassing the 

given workload, not to mention the 

redistribution of registration kits that 

transpired on the last week of the month 

of May, reducing the number of kits from 

197 to 43. While adjusting to these 

changes and other challenges, Negros 

Oriental PhilSys teams exhausted several 

strategies and the most successful was 

the conduct institutional registrations to 

private and public institutions as well as 

mobile registrations to the barangays 

during the months of July to December.  

Furthermore, the year’s workload of 

854,257 was expected to be hit by the 

third week of December until typhoon 

Odette came into the scene on 16 

December. It brought torrential rains, 

violent winds, landslides and floods, 

greatly affecting the whole province of 

Negros Oriental. The devastation caused 

by the said typhoon resulted in the 

shutdown of registration centers and 

lessened the interest of the people to 

register to PhilSys. Gratefully, all registration 

personnel are safe and all registration kits 

were secured.  By the end of the year, a 

total of 843,127 individuals were 

registered which is 98.70 percent of the 

province’s target workload.  

 

 

OPENING OF REGISTRATION CENTER IN 

VALENCIA 

 

In support with the newly built program of 

the government which is the 

implementation of the National ID, PSA 

Negros Oriental spearheaded by RO II 

Jocelyn Vera Cruz together with SS II 

Alberto Girasol and SuSS Maria Felida 

Generoso cut the ribbon for the opening 

of the National ID System in Dumaguete 

City. 
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A total of 41,595 documents were received by the office during the CY 2020 which 29,616 

were birth documents, 5,297 were marriage documents and 9,163 were death 

documents. 

 

On the other hand, a total of 51,900 documents were received by the office during the CY 

2021 of which 31,397 were birth documents, 7,510 were marriage documents and 12,993 

were death documents. These documents were manually and machine processed. After 

a thorough validation, the data files and all documents received during the year were 100 

percent submitted to the Office of the Civil Registrar General (OCRG) Manila. 

 

Submission of Vital Statistics by Month for CY 2021 

 

Month Birth Marriage Death Total 

January 3,168 562 895 4,625 
February 2,539 1,188 830 4,557 

March 2,852 694 899 4,445 

April 2,787 660 854 4,301 

May 2,979 904 911 4,794 

June 2,439 568 1,054 4,061 

July 2,407 525 1,002 3,934 

August 2,491 426 1,028 3,945 

September 2,648 540 1,336 4,524 

October 2,442 500 1,724 4,666 

November 2,356 435 1,491 4,282 

December 2,289 508 969 3,766 

TOTAL 31,397 7,510 12,993 51,900 

 

These were the causes of death in 2020-2021: (1) Sudden Cardiac Death; (2) Essential 

(Primary) Hypertension; (3) Acute Myocardial Infarction; (4) Pneumonia; (5) Hypertensive 

Heart Disease; (6) End-stage Renal Disease; (7) Other III – defined and unspecified causes 

of mortality: Pulmonary Tuberculosis, Cardiovascular Disease, and Cerebrovascular 

disease, respectively. 
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DECENTRALIZED COPY OF ANNOTATION PROJECT (DeCAP) 

 

The Decentralized Copy Annotation Project (DeCAP) is a system that enables the Regional 

Serbilis outlets to cater requests for copy issuance of annotated civil registry documents. 

Annotations of civil registry documents affected by administrative proceedings such as RA 

9048, RA 10172 and Supplemental Reports are filed, processed, annotated and released 

by the Regional Serbilis outlets. RA 9048 is an act authorizing the city/municipal civil registrar 

or consul general to correct clerical error in an entry and/or change of first name in the civil 

register while RA 10172 is an act further authorizing the city/municipal civil registrar or consul 

general to correct clerical error in the day and month in the date of birth or sex of a person 

without the need of judicial order. For supplemental report applications, 1 to 2 missing 

entries will be accepted and for those more entries with prior approval from NSCRG. 

 

The Philippine Statistics Authority of Negros Oriental started DeCAP in early November of 

2020. DeCAP documents submitted are from the six (6) major cities and 19 municipalities 

of the province. PSA - Negros Oriental has submitted 1,341 petitions for annotation under 

RA 9048, 152 petitions for annotation under RA 10172 and 36 petitions for annotation with 

Simple Supplemental.  For the whole year, PSA - Negros Oriental submitted a total of 1,529 

DeCAP documents for annotations to PSA 7. 

 
Monthly Transactions of Approved Petitions for Annotation 

In PSA – Negros Oriental for CY 2021 
 

Month RA 9048 RA 10172 Simple Supplemental 
 

Total 
 

January 17 4 0 21 
February 92 5 5 102 
March 224 21 6 251 
April 103 16 7 126 
May 84 11 3 98 
June 102 16 3 121 

July 45 9 5 59 
August 156 15 3 174 

September 133 10 0 143 
October  150 30 1 181 

November 123 14 2 139 
December 112 1 1 114 

Total 1,341 152 36 1,529 
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Decentralized Solemnizing Officer’s Information System (DSOIS) 

 

Article 7 (2) of the Family code states that marriage may be solemnized by any priest, 

rabbi, imam or minister of any church or religious set duly authorized by his church or 

religious sect and registered with the civil registrar general, acting within the limits of the 

written authority granted him by his church or religious sect and provided that at least one 

(1) of the contracting parties belongs to the solemnizing officer’s (SO) church or religious 

sect. Certificate of Registration of Authority to Solemnize Marriage (CRASM) is a certificate 

issued to Solemnizing Officers certifying the registration of his/her authority to solemnize 

marriage after complying requirements. Before granting the CRASM, SO applicants are 

required to submit specific documentary requirements as indicated in the List of 

Requirements and are evaluated and screened thoroughly. For the year, PSA – Negros 

Oriental has recorded a total of 135 CRASM applications. 
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BARANGAY CIVIL REGISTRATION 

SYSTEM (BCRS) 

 

The Barangay Civil Registration System 

(BCRS) is a strategy to facilitate civil 

registration at the community level where 

the Barangay Officials assist the C/MCRs in 

civil registration work. This serves as a 

database of a demographic profile and 

recording of vital events particularly birth, 

marriage and death of all the residents of 

the barangay. The main goal of the BCRS 

is to attain a 100 percent timely 

registration of all vital events. It alleviates 

the tedious and costly process of 

registration by breaking geographical, 

physical and economic barriers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The local government of Sta. Catalina, 

through the LCR, is the second 

municipality next to Canlaon City to 

implement the BCRS. The PSA - Negros 

Oriental conducted the 

trainings/workshops on BCRS to the 22 

barangays of Sta. Catalina which 

commenced last   20 October and 

successfully ended on 15 December. 

The training/workshop that we conducted 

in each barangay was attended by the 

LCR and her staff, barangay 

captain/officials Barangay Health Workers 

(BHWs), tanods as well as volunteers. 

 

BATCH REQUEST SYSTEM (BREQS) 

ACTIVE USERS 

 

The BREQS is a scheme where PSA 

authorizes a partner to receive requests 

for PSA-issued copies and certifications of 

civil registry documents from the public 

and issue the documents to its clientele. 

Under the scheme, the public can avail of 

many of the services offered in a Serbilis 

Outlet through the authorized agent. 

 

As part of the CRS Compliance of PSA 

Negros Oriental, a report on the list of 

cities/municipalities actively using the 

BREQS is regularly submitted to the Central 

Office. As of 31 December, a total of 14 

out of 25 LGUs or 56 percent of LGUs in the 

province of Negros Oriental are actively 

using BREQS. These cities/municipalities 

include Amlan, Ayungon, Bais, Bayawan, 

Basay, Canlaon, Guihulngan, Jimalalud, 

La Libertad, Mabinay, Manjuyod, Santa 

Catalina, Tayasan and Zamboanguita. 
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SPECIAL RELEASE 

Negros Oriental Provincial Office prepared 

22 Special Releases for the year 2021. These 

publications are analysis of the various 

censuses and survey results conducted by 

the province (Birth, Marriage and Death 

Statistics; Customer Satisfaction; Cereals 

Production; Household Cereal Stocks; 

Household Cereal Stocks; Farmgate Prices; 

Consumer Price Index; Population and 

Population Density).  

The date of release, reference number, and 

title of the Special Releases were as follows: 

 

 

Date Released Reference Number Title 
 26 January 2021-SR46-001 Vital Statistics January to March 2020 
 03 February 2021-SR46-002 Vital Statistics April to June 2020 
05 April 2021-SR46-003 Customer Satisfaction Survey Results 4th 

Quarter 2020 
31 March 2021-SR46-004 Negros Oriental Cereals Production July to 

December 2020 
26 April 2021-SR46-005 Vital Statistics July to September 2020 
07 May 2021-SR46-006 Vital Statistics October to December 2020 
25 May 2021-SR46-007 Negros Oriental Cereal Stocks January to 

March 2021 
28 May 2021-SR46-008 Negros Oriental Cereal Stocks January to 

December 2020 
31 May 2021-SR46-009 Negros Oriental January 2021 Farm Prices 

of Selected Commodities 
29 May 2021-SR46-010 Customer Satisfaction Survey Results 1st 

Quarter 2021 
25 June 2021-SR46-011 CPI March 2021 
30 June 2021-SR46-012 Negros Oriental February 2021 Farm Prices 

of Selected Commodities 
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30 June 2021-SR46-013 Negros Oriental March 2021 Farm Prices of 
Selected Commodities 

27 July 2021-SR46-014 Highlights of Negros Oriental Population in 
2020
  

30 June 2021-SR46-015 Negros Oriental March 2021 Farm Prices 

17 August 2021-SR46-016 Highlights of the Palay and Corn Situation 
of Negros Oriental in January to June 2021 

01 October 2021-SR46-017 Negros Oriental April 2021 Farm Prices of 
Selected Commodities 

07 September 2021-SR46-017 Highlights of Negros Oriental Population 
Density in 2020 

01 October 2021-SR46-018 Negros Oriental May 2021 Farm Prices of 
Selected Commodities 

05 October 2021-SR46-019 Negros Oriental April 2021 Farm Prices of 
Selected Commodities 

20 October 2021-SR46-020 Negros Oriental June 2021 Farm Prices of 
Selected Commodities 

07 October 2021-SR46-021 CPI September 2021 
29 November 2021-SR46-022 Negros Oriental Cereals Production July to 

September 2021 
07 December 2021-SR46-023 Highlights of Dumaguete City Population in 

2020 
 

INFOGRAPHICS 

Infographics is used as one 

of the data dissemination 

techniques for the statistics 

produced in the whole year. 

There were 29 Infographics 

released during the year as 

a means of communicating 

better statistics on Vital 

Statistics, Household Cereals 

Stocks, Cereals Production, 

Population, Farm Gate 

Prices, Consumer Price 

Index, and Gross Domestic 

Product.  

The date of release, 

reference number, and title 

of the Infographics were as 

follows: 
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Date Released Reference Number Title 

20 January 2021-IG46-001 Vital Statistics January to March 2020 
02 February 2021-IG46-002 Vital Statistics April to June 2020 
29 January 2021-IG46-003 Quarter 4 2020 Household Cereals Stocks 

29 January 2021-IG46-004 
Negros Oriental Household  Cereal Stocks 

December 1, 2020 

18 February 2021-IG46-005 
Negros Oriental Household Cereals Stocks as 

of January 1, 2021 
19 February 2021-IG46-006 Negros Oriental Cereals 3rd Quarter 2020 
25 March 2021-IG46-007 Negros Oriental in Numbers 

20 April 2021-IG46-008 
Palay and Corn Production October to 

December 2020 
07 May 2021-IG46-009 Marriage Statistics July to September 2020 

May 2021-IG46-010 
Household Cereals Stocks in Negros Oriental as 

of February 1, 2021 

May 2021-IG46-011 
Household Cereals Stocks in Negros Oriental as 

of March 1, 2021 

May 2021-IG46-012 
Household Cereals Stocks in Negros Oriental in 

January to March 2021 

May 2021-IG46-013 
Negros Oriental Cereal Prices per Kilogram in 

Quarter 1 2021 

May 2021-IG46-014 
Negros Oriental Cereal January to March 2021 

Livestock Prices 
22 June 2021-IG46-015 Consumer Price Index March 2021 
26 July 2021-IG46-017 Negros Oriental Population 2020 

17 August 2021-IG46-018 Dumaguete City Population Count 

06 September 2021-IG46-019 
Palay and Corn Production January to June 

2021 

**No date of 
release 

2021-IG46-020 
Household Cereals Stocks in Negros Oriental in 

April to June 2021 

30 September 2021-IG46-021 
Cereal Stocks in Negros Oriental as of April 1, 

2021 

30 September 2021-IG46-022 
Cereal Stocks in Negros Oriental as of May 1, 

2021 

30 September 2021-IG46-023 
Cereal Stocks in Negros Oriental as of June 1, 

2021 

30 September 2021-IG46-024 
Cereal Stocks in Negros Oriental as of July 1, 

2021 

30 September 2021-IG46-025 
Cereal Stocks in Negros Oriental as of August 

1, 2021 
05 October 2021-IG46-026 Marriage Statistics October to December 2020 
05 October 2021-IG46-027 Vital Statistics January to December 2020 

19 November 2021-IG46-028 GDP Negros Oriental 2018-2020 

19 November 2021-IG46-029 
Palay and Corn Production July to September 

2021 
02 December 2021-IG46-030 Bayawan City Population Count 
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QUICKSTAT 

QuickStat is a monthly publication released by the 

provincial office every 15th day of the reference 

month. All statistics presented in the QuickStat are the 

results of various censuses and surveys conducted, 

and administrative forms processed by PSA. It 

contains the most requested statistics of the 

province. It also covers the price indices updated 

monthly–Consumer Price Indices of Major 

Commodity groups, inflation rates and purchasing 

power of peso, private building construction statistics, 

demography based on 2015 Census of Population, 

education, vital statistics, cereals production, 

farmgate prices on selected agricultural 

commodities and geography. 

 

 

COUNTRYSIDE IN FIGURES 

The Countryside in Figures in Negros Oriental was 

the third publication of the province which 

summarized various statistics generated by PSA. It 

contained the latest figures on agriculture, 

construction and housing, demography and 

population, fishery, livestock and poultry, and vital 

statistics. An analysis of the various statistics was 

also included in this publication. 
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MAINTENANCE OF SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNT 

In today’s digital world and in adoption with the new normal, social network applications 

play an important role for real time information dissemination. With the main goal to share 

information and give knowledge, as well as provide authentic and reliable information to 

the public, PSA – Negros Oriental Provincial Office is using the social media to its 

advantage. 

With the use of its Facebook account, the office was able to share some updates on the 

Philippine Identification System (PhilSys) operations. In addition, the office was also able to 

show support to the activities of other agencies by posting in its Facebook account the 

following streamers: 2021 National Women’s Month Celebration, 2021 Fire Prevention 

Month, 12th National Electrification Awareness Month, and Buwan ng Wikang Pambansa.  

Updates on the work suspension in PSA Negros Oriental Provincial Office and the 

Dumaguete CRS Outlet are also posted in the FB page. The office is also using the social 

media in disseminating its statistical services and products. For the year, the following topics 

were shared: Price Situationer of Selected Agricultural Commodities (Second Phase of 

October 2021), Dissemination Forum on the Provincial Accounts of Negros Oriental, 2018 

to 2020 Top 3 Industries of Negros Oriental, GDP Growth Rates of Negros Oriental for 2018 

to 2019 and 2019 to 2020, and Gross Domestic Product of Negros Oriental for 2018 to 

2020.  

By using the social media wisely, PSA Negros Oriental hopes to achieve its goal in 

communicating and providing information to the community in a larger scale. 

 

14 January - BRIEFING AND JOB 

ORIENTATION FOR NEWLY HIRED COSWs 

For January, the office hired three (3) 

additional Contract of Service Workers 

(COSWs) to work under the provincial 

office to augment the needed 

manpower. This action is taken because 

of the untimely death of one (1) regular 

employee, retirement of one (1) effective 

01 January, and planned retirement of 

another one (1) effective July of the said 

year.  

Following their assumption to duty, a 

Briefing and Job Orientation for the Newly 

Hired COSWs was held on 14 January. This 

was opened by SuSS Maria Felida O. 

Generoso and an inspirational message 

from CSS Ariel T. Fortuito then followed. 

After which, the program proper 

commenced with HRO-Designate Frannie 

P. Rendal discussing on the Background 

of PSA and Human Resource and 

Administrative Matters.  

 

15 January - DEBRIEFING AND 

REFRESHER OF THE 3RD LEVEL TRAINING 

FOR THE STEP 1 REGISTRATION 

PERSONNEL 

In continuation to the implementation of 

the Philippine Identification System 

(PhilSys), the PSA – Negros Oriental has 
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conducted its 3rd Level Training for the 

Step 1 Registration Personnel that will 

equip the forty-five (45) COSWs. The 

training was conducted by CSS, SuSS and 

Support Team discussing specific relevant 

topics. It aimed to enhance their skills to 

carry out their tasks as Field Supervisor and 

Data Collector for the realization of the 

said mandate. The main goal for this 

training is to ensure that the trainees will 

have their previous issues and concerns 

laid out and actions taken be discussed 

while accepting proper 

recommendations 

.  

08 to 11 February - DEBRIEFING AND 

REFRESHER OF THE 3RD LEVEL TRAINING 

FOR THE STEP 2 REGISTRATION 

PERSONNEL 

PSA Negros Oriental has conducted a 

debriefing and refresher training for the 

registration team supervisors and 

registration officers summing up to 122 

COSWs. The training aimed to equip them 

with the task they will be carrying out in 

their respective registration centers; 

enhance their technical skills and ensure 

that they develop professional attitude 

needed to perform their jobs efficiently 

and effectively while following health 

protocols.  

 

15 and 22 February - WELLNESS 

PROGRAM – ZUMBA ACTIVITY 

Considering the importance of wellness in 

the workplace, the PSA Negros Oriental 

Provincial Office greatly encourages 

office activities that promote wellness. To 

improve the physical well-being of the 

employees, the office is conducting 

Zumba activities nearly twice a month.  

PSA Negros Oriental Provincial Office 

conducted Zumba activities on 

15 and 22 February, from 8:30 a.m. to 

09:30 a.m. It was actively participated by 

the regular personnel and COSWs of the 

office.  

 

19 and 26 February - WELLNESS 

PROGRAM – BADMINTON ACTIVITY 

In celebration of the 31st Civil Registration 

Month, PSA Negros Oriental organized two 

(2) badminton activities scheduled on 19 

and 26 February. These activities aim to 

uphold and establish strong bonds within 

employees and gain physical and 

emotional well-being, and at the same 

time promote personal health as top 

priority.  

 

22 March - TRAINING ON FIRE DISASTER 

MANAGEMENT 

A Training on Fire Disaster Management 

was conducted to a total of 28 PSA 

employees including COSWs. The 

resource speakers, Fire Officers II Genafie 

Ubag and Jeremiah H. Borling led the 

discussion on: 1. Fire; 2. Disaster 

Management Team; 3. Classification of 

Fire; 4. Classes of Fire and Extinguishment 

Procedure; 5. Phases of Fire; 6. Before and 

After Fire; 7. What to Do in Case of Fire; 

and 8. Fire Safety Tips. In between 

discussions were clips and videos which 

were shown to increase the level of 

awareness and understanding of the 

participants regarding each topic. The 

same, questions were also entertained 

between topics.   
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26 March - TRAINING WORKSHOP ON 

THE PREPARATION OF SPECIAL RELEASE 

ON SEX-DISAGGREGATED DATA 

Since Special Release is one of the most 

common publications prepared by the 

office using the latest available statistical 

data, a Training Workshop on the 

Preparation of Special Release on Sex-

Disaggregated Data was initiated by PSA 

Negros Oriental. This training workshop 

aims to improve the writing proficiency of 

its personnel, develop better individual 

performance, and strengthen the 

employees’ technical writing skills.   

 

29 March - ONE-DAY TRAINING ON 

DISASTER RISK REDUCTION AND 

MANAGEMENT (DRRM) 

The training held in PSA – Negros Oriental 

Provincial Office was participated by a 

total of 32 individuals. It was a mixed-

mode training as it involved the presence 

of a trainer at the venue, and trainers 

presenting their topics through an online 

platform. The resource speakers for this 

activity came from the Mines and 

Geosciences Bureau (MGB), Philippine 

Atmospheric Geophysical Astronomical 

Services Administration (PAGASA), 

Philippine Institute of Volcanology and 

Seismology (PHIVOLCS) and City Disaster 

Risk Reduction Management Office 

(CDRRMO). While the topics discussed 

include the 1. Philippine DRRM System; 2. 

Geological Hazards; 3. 

Hydrometeorological Hazards; 4. Seismic 

and other related Hazards; and DRRM 

Application.  

 

 

22 to 23 July- 2021 MID-YEAR 

PERFORMANCE REVIEW 

The 2021 Mid-Year Performance Review 

was participated by 17 regular personnel 

and five (5) COSWs. The activity was done 

in order to come up with the 

accomplishments of the provincial office 

for the 1st Semester of the year and make 

necessary preparations and planning for 

the 2nd Semester.  

During the first day of the program, the 

following were covered: Updates on 

PhilSys, Review of the Targets against 

Actual Accomplishments and 2st 

Semester 2021 OPCR; Updates on the 

Provincial Product Account (PPA)’; 

Updates on Community-Based 

Management System (CBMS); Revised 

2nd Semester 2021 Work Program; and 

Updated 2nd Semester 2021 Workload 

Analysis based on the Revised Work 

Program. On the other hand, the second 

day covered the following: Wellness 

Activity, Issues and Concerns on Budget 

Utilization for the PAPs, Best Practices and 

Innovations Workshop, Risk Registry and 

Action Plan (RRAP) Workshop and Listing of 

Challenges, Setbacks and Issues per 

Activity and Suggested Solutions.  

 

16 July – TRAINING ON SMART INVESTING 

Designing and managing an employee 

wellness program has been of great 

importance nowadays not only in private 

companies, but also in government 

agencies. It is a program that helps 

employees stay healthy and encourage 

employees to lead healthier lifestyles. 

Implementing a workplace wellness 

program creates a strategic advantage 
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for the office and has many benefits for 

both the employer and employee. 

Considering the improvements made to 

the health and well-being of a workplace, 

and the amount of time employees 

spend at the workplace, it makes sense to 

foster workplace wellness programs. The 

Wellness Program of PSA – Negros Oriental 

Provincial Office for the year includes 

activities that greatly promote wellness.  

 

To improve the physical well-being of the 

employees, the office aims to conduct 

Zumba activities twice a month. However, 

due to the COVID-19 pandemic wherein 

some of the employees are on work-from-

home arrangements, the office was only 

able to conduct two (2) Zumba activities 

and two (2) badminton activities for the 

year. Nonetheless, the office hopes to 

create awareness amongst the 

employees on how important it is to have 

good health in terms of mind and body 

and to make them feel good in all areas 

of life – including work. 

 

The wellness program of PSA Negros 

Oriental does not only focus on physical 

well-being but also on other aspects, such 

as career, financial, community, 

emotional and mental well-being of its 

employees. On 22 March, a Training on 

Fire Disaster Management was held by 

the Bureau of Fire Protection (BFP) 

Dumaguete City. In addition, a One-Day 

Disaster Risk Reduction and Management 

(DRRM) Training facilitated by the Office of 

Civil Defense was also held in PSA Negros 

Oriental on 29 March. 

 

To capacitate the personnel, the office 

initiated two (2) trainings, namely, Training 

Workshop on the Preparation of Special 

Release on Sex-Disaggregated Data on 

26 March and Re-echo Training on 

Microsoft Excel for Database 

Management on 29 October. These 

capability trainings aim to enhance the 

skills of the employees in the preparation 

of statistical products and the advanced 

features of Microsoft Excel, both 

significant in statistical report writing. 

 

PSA Negros Oriental also upholds 

community well-being. A total of two (2) 

coastal cleanups were conducted for the 

year. The office also actively participated 

in the year Brigada Eskwela Program of 

the Department of Education (DepEd) 

Dumaguete City, through volunteerism 

and donation of office supplies.  

 

Lastly, to promote financial well-being, the 

office invited the Bangko Sentral ng 

Pilipinas (BSP) Dumaguete City to conduct 

a Training on Smart Investing on 16 July. 

 

By implementing these wellness activities, 

the office hopes to create awareness 

amongst the employees on how 

important it is to have good health in 

terms of mind and body. 

PSA Negros Oriental aims to achieve a 

healthier and happier PSA – fun, 

interactive and healthy work environment 

which promotes long-lasting positive 

attitudes and behaviors that enhance the 

employees’ commitment to their work 

output. 
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Atty. Janice Jade V. Tan-Canonigo and 

Ms. Olive Jade B. Gavan of the Bangko 

Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) during the 

Training on Smart Investing on 16 July  

PSA Negros Oriental employees attending 

the virtual Training on Smart Investing on 

16 July 

 

10 December 2021 – ORIENTATION 

ON THE SAFE SPACES ACT (SSA) OR 

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 11313 

In support of the observance of the 2021 

18-Day Campaign to End Violence 

Against Women, Philippine Statistics 

Authority – Negros Oriental Provincial 

Office conducted an Orientation on the 

Safe Spaces Act (SSA) or Republic Act No. 

11313. 

 

The office invited a speaker from Negros 

Oriental Provincial Government to discuss 

the said topic. Ms. Frannie P. Rendal, 

Administrative Officer I, gave the 

discussion on the following: What is Safe 

Spaces Act, How it is different from the old 

law, Duties of the LGUs, Punishable Acts 

and its Penalties, Gender-Based Sexual 

Harassment in the Workplace, and 

Gender-Based Sexual Harassment in 

Educational and Training Institutions. 

 

PARTNERSHIP AND LINKAGES 

PSA Negros Oriental encourages 

participation to activities that strengthen 

the partnership and linkages with other 

national government agencies and other 

institutions. For the year 2021, the office 

was able to show support and actively 

participated in the following activities:  

❖ Conduct of activities during Women’s 

Month celebration in March  

❖ Speakership during Kasalan sa Syudad 

in Canlaon City on 11 March 

❖ Participation in Ending Local 

Communist Armed Conflict (ELCAC) 

activities on 28 April and 12 May 

❖ Attendance to Conference of Voice of 

the Free Foundation, Inc. on 29 July 
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❖ Attendance to Meeting of Local 

Council for the Protection of Children on 

11 August  

❖ Participation in the 2021 Brigada 

Eskwela in Batinguel Elementary School 

and Cantile Elementary School on 27 

August 

❖ Attendance to DepEd Dumaguete City 

State of the Division Address (SODA) and 

Awarding Ceremonies on 09 December 

❖ Conduct of activities during the 18-Day 

Campaign to End Violence Against 

Women (VAW) on 25 November to 12 

December 

 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

The Philippine Statistics Authority - Negros 

Oriental Provincial Office, in its 

commitment to manage the social and 

environmental effects of its operations 

and in line with the government’s initiative, 

conducted environmental related 

activities in the whole year. The office was 

able to conduct two (2) coastal clean-

ups, held last 18 February and 31 March 

in Brgy. Bantayan, Dumaguete City.  

The coastal clean-ups were held during 

the Civil Registration Month Celebration in 

February and National Women’s Month 

Celebration in March 2021. The said 

activities were actively participated by the 

regular employees and Contract of 

Service Workers (COSWs) of PSA Negros 

Oriental. 

By doing these activities, the office hopes 

to promote the conduct of social 

responsibility activities in all government 

agencies/offices and build partnerships 

with the different sectors of our 

community. 

PSA Negros Oriental employees during 

the coastal clean-up in Brgy. Bantayan, 

Dumaguete City on 31 March 
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 
GENERAL FUND 

For the Year Ended December 30, 2021 

 2021 2020 

Revenue 

 Service and Business Income   

  
Service Income   

  
 Registration Fees 65,400.00 52,500.00 

   Total Service Income 65,400.00 52,500.00 

      

  Business Income   

   Other Business Income - 400.00 

   Total Business Income - 400.00 

      

Total Revenue 65,400.00  52,900.00  

      

Current Operating Expenses 

 Personnel Services   

   Salaries and Wages-Regular 8,179,614.60  8,015,852.60  

   Personal Economic Relief Allowance (PERA) 478,000.00  526,818.18  

   Representation Allowance (RA) 60,000.00  60,000.00 

   Clothing/Uniform Allowance 120,000.00  132,000.00  

   Hazard Pay 172,750.00  22,000.00  

   Longevity Pay - 25,000.00 

   Year End Bonus 1,239,399.00  1,304,606.00  

   Cash Gift 96,500.00  110,000.00  

   Other Bonuses and Allowances 592,610.64 648,758.68 

   Retirement and Life Insurance Premiums 1,037,815.98  265,118.04  

   Pag-IBIG Contributions 24,000.00  26,300.00  

   PhilHealth Contributions 111,926.22  116,395.54  

   Employees Compensation Insurance Premiums 24,100.00  26,300.00  

   Other Personnel Benefits 194,000.00  210,000.00  
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 Total Personnel Services 12,330,716.44  11,489,149.04  

      

 Maintenance and Other Operating Expenses   

   
Traveling Expenses-Local 1,613,476.00  6,045,938.44  

   
Training Expenses 88,891.00  - 

   Office Supplies Expenses 7,709,121.19  4,047,592.10  

   Fuel, Oil and Lubricants Expenses 403,881.54  145,734.33  

   Semi-Expendable Machinery and Equipment Expenses - 1,990.00 

   Other Supplies and Materials Expenses 22,073.28  8,500.00  

   Water Expenses 42,361.05  40,179.69  

   
Electricity Expenses 1,510,073.67  903,908.76  

   Postage and Courier Expenses  89,956.66   32,212.28  

   
Telephone Expenses  341,182.35   875,653.73  

   Internet Subscription Expenses  43,674.57   8,967.79  

   Legal Services -  1,400.00  

   Security Services 1,458,085.40  664,317.48  

   Other General Services  44,382,591.98   52,227,035.13  

   Repairs and Maintenance-Machinery and Equipment  3,784.00  - 

   Repairs and Maintenance-Transportation Equipment  13,830.00   3,090.25  

   Fidelity Bond Premiums 44,257.50   32,265.00  

   Insurance Expenses  143,069.64   27,493.19  

   Representation Expenses  10,197.00   20,519.00  

   Transportation and Delivery Expenses  137,044.34   48,070.40  

   Rent/Lease Expenses  4,354,328.44   3,830,347.44  

   Subscription Expenses  7,746.13  - 

   Other Maintenance and Operating Expenses 44,276.97 1,196,258.12 

 Total Maintenance and Other Operating Expenses  62,463,902.71   70,161,473.13  

      

 Non-Cash Expenses   

   Depreciation-Machinery and Equipment 468,853.89  93,632.28  

   Depreciation-Transportation Equipment 169,084.30  191,154.96  

   Depreciation-Furniture, Fixtures and Books 7,315.50  7,326.00  

 Total Non-Cash Expenses 645,253.69  292,113.24  
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Current Operating Expenses 75,439,872.84  81,942,735.41  

      

Surplus (Deficit) from Current Operations (75,374,472.84) (81,889,835.41) 

   
   

 Financial Assistance/Subsidy from NGAs, LGUs, GOCCs   

   Subsidy from National Government 67,906,068.49  80,143,318.19  

 Net Financial Assistance/Subsidy 67,906,068.49  80,143,318.19  

      

Surplus (Deficit) for the period (7,468,404.35) (1,746,517.22) 
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION  
GENERAL FUND 

As at December 31, 2021 

 2021 2020 

ASSETS 

      

 Current Assets   

  Cash and Cash Equivalents  15,000.00   15,000.00  

   Petty Cash  15,000.00   15,000.00  

      

 
 
 

Receivables - 8,918.20 

   Due from Officers and Employees - 8,918.20 

      

  Inventories 7,688,998.68   3,508,008.52  

   Office Supplies Inventory  5,416,782.46   1,334,308.55  

   Semi-Expendable Office Equipment  453,487.95   435,677.95  

   Semi-Expendable ICT Equipment  859,747.82   855,341.57  

   Semi-Expendable Communications Equipment  210,890.00  210,890.00  

   Semi-Expendable Other Machinery and Equipment  127,232.95   127,232.95  

   Semi-Expendable Furniture and Fixtures  620,857.50   544,557.50  

      

 Total Current Assets 7,703,998.68   3,531,926.72  

      

 Non-Current Assets 

  Property, Plant and Equipment 2,222,400.00   789,320.28  

   Office Equipment  956,118.72   956,118.72  

   Accumulated Depreciation-Office Equipment  (768,321.69)  (714,062.29) 

   Net Value  187,797.03   242,056.43  

      

   Information and Communications Technology Equipment  4,105,509.54   1,942,807.87  

   
Accumulated Depreciation-Information and Communications 
Technology Equipment 

 (2,251,733.71)  (1,752,770.96) 

   Net Value  1,853,775.83   190,036.91  
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   Communication Equipment 156,452.76   156,452.76  

   Accumulated Depreciation-Communication Equipment  (147,730.62)  (147,730.62) 

   Net Value  8,722.14   8,722.14  

      

   Motor Vehicles  2,267,996.40   2,267,996.40  

   Accumulated Depreciation-Motor Vehicles  (2,141,934.90)  (1,972,850.60) 

   Net Value  126,061.50   295,145.80  

      

   Furniture and Fixtures  81,400.00   81,400.00  

   Accumulated Depreciation-Furniture and Fixtures  (37,026.50)  (29,711.00) 

   Net Value  44,373.50   51,689.00  

      

   Other Property, Plant and Equipment  16,700.00   16,700.00  

   
Accumulated Depreciation-Other Property, Plant and 
Equipment 

 (15,030.00)  (15,030.00) 

   Net Value  1,670.00   1,670.00  

      

  Other Non-Current Assets 19,578.85  19,578.85 

   Other Assets 19,578.85  19,578.85 

      

 Total Non-Current Assets  2,241,978.85   808,899.13  

      

TOTAL ASSETS 9,945,977.53  4,340,825.85  

      

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS/EQUITY 

      

 Current Liabilities 286,193.16  846,605.07  

   Due to BIR 286,193.16  846,605.07  

      

 Total Current Liabilities 286,193.16  846,605.07  

      

TOTAL LIABILITIES 286,193.16  846,605.07  

      

Total Assets Less Total Liabilities 9,659,784.37  3,494,220.78  
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NET ASSETS/EQUITY 

      

   Accumulated Surplus/(Deficit) 9,659,784.37  3,494,220.78  

      

Total Net Assets/Equity 9,659,784.37  3,494,220.78  
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 
GENERAL FUND 

As at December 31, 2021 

 2021 2020 

Cash Flows From Operating Activities   

 Cash Inflows   

  Receipt of Notice of Cash Allocation 67,906,068.49  80,143,318.19  

   Receipt of Notice of Transfer of Cash Allocation  65,532,799.09   77,919,209.83  

   Constructive Receipt of NCA for TRA  2,373,269.40   2,224,108.36  

  Collection of Income/Revenues  65,400.00   52,500.00  

   Collection of service and business income  65,400.00   52,500.00  

  Other Receipts 13,216.17  20,409.40  

   Refund of overpayment of Personnel Services 12,210.17  - 

   Receipt of refund of cash advances  578.00  20,409.40  

   Other miscellaneous receipts 428.00  - 

 Total Cash Inflows 67,984,684.66  80,216,627.59  

      

 Cash Outflows   

  Remittance to National Treasury 327,773.10  52,900.00  

  Payment of Expenses  62,657,985.14   72,974,378.65  

   Payment of personnel services  8,270,118.78   8,700,048.64  

   Payment of maintenance and other operating expenses  54,387,866.36   64,274,330.01  

  Remittance of Personnel Benefit Contributions and Mandatory Deductions  4,723,646.31   4,237,212.83  

   Remittance of taxes withheld covered by TRA   2,373,269.40   2,224,108.36  

   Remittance of GSIS/Pag-IBIG/PhilHealth  940,687.04   974,390.57  

   Remittance of personnel benefits contributions   1,197,842.20   436,313.58  

   Remittance of other payables  211,847.67   602,400.32  

  Adjustments  275,280.11   2,944,963.11  

   Reversion/Return of unused NCA  275,280.11   2,944,963.11  

 Total Cash Outflows  67,984,684.66   80,209,454.59  

      

Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents   7,173.00  

Cash and Cash Equivalents, January 1  15,000.00   7,827.00  

Cash and Cash Equivalents, December 31 15,000.00  15,000.00  
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